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Vol. XL VI-No.S The Ithacan, Ithaca, New York. September 28. 1972 
HEALTH CARE INEQUITIES 
America is the rkhest country in 
the world today, and Americans are 
the most affluent people to be found 
anywhere. As such, Amerh:ans expect 
to he the healthiest people alive. 
Unfortunately, this is not at all the 
ca~e. Although the American Medical 
t\ ssociation insists· that "Americans 
have the best health care in the world, 
•· health care services in the United 
States have many deficiencies. The 
average American male has a life 
expectancy five years lower .than that 
of a Swede horn at the same time, and 
1.5 years lower than a German man. In 
at least twelve other countries a 
nexhorn haby has a better chance of 
living than if that child were born in 
Anu:rica. In the U.S. _22.1 out of every 
thousand oabies die bdore they are 
one year old. while'in Sweden the rate 
is only l~.lJ dcat!:-s per thousand. 
Ral.'i:11 lines alsc.1 m:1-e a differenl.'e. 
While in whitl.' Ar·erka :?0.b b:ibies 
~r thousand die before the age of one 
)'Car. Ille rate in llarlem.·B deaths per. 
thousand. is anothrr of the 
disaepandes inherent in Amerkan 
life. 
~h.1..:h mom.-y is spent by U.S. 
dtizens for health Qtt. yet the quality 
,-,f mu.:-h or llie 1.•:1re remains mediocre.· 
In th,q1:rst-four'yea~ alone the cost of 
m~dkal 1.-;ire has risen o\'er .tor;.. 
R.ou1int-- "ity hospit;ll "'Olis 1.-an now 
run from .SIOO ;s day on up. The only 
·: · w.a)· .th.at: pn,ple .:.-sn .tf{onl :to mCt-t 
tM~. "-oscs_. is t~r~ufh ag,encies. su~h as. 
union h~lth. ~nefias·.or Blue Cross 
· and Bl~·Sbidd IY~ bcaltb lnsun-~-e: ~ 
> · T1w C0$1 · or.this insuRn"'t is also risia,.-
- ~ - ;. - -.--- _.. . -. . '. , ,- : . :. - .. -
,, . 
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though, and more and more people 
face the prospect of not having enough 
money to pay for their emergency and 
routine medical treatment. The people 
pay large sums of money, yet they do 
not receive good health care. 
0 b viously, there are fault$ in 
America.s health care system. 
Although some areas of the United 
St ates still rely on the traditional 
family doctor, less than one quarter of 
the nation's health expenditures are 
now marked for private physicians. 
TE-~. ~est of the money goes to large 
conglomerate health care institutions. 
These institutions; hospitals, medical 
centers, and clinics, combine with 
financing agencies such as Blue Cross 
and the companies which supply 
drugs, medical equipment, and the like 
to form the present American health 
care system. 
This large, inter-related system 
exists, along· with private practioners, 
supposedly to serve the needs of the 
people. In reality, this system 
functions for a number of other 
re:isons. with people's health care only 
a means to these primary goals. This is 
the reason why health care is costly, 
yet does not serve the needs of the / 
people. 
The goals·or the first sector or the 
heallh care system. the hospitals and 
medi1."lll schools. _ are to teach new 
penonnel and carry on -reasearcb while 
at the same time·to expand financially. 
Jbe hospitals. especially in large cities. 
are orpnized to ~• these ·ends 
·iefficlen11y, with lhe personal care or .. 
patimts .. only, a ·b)·-produ1.-a. In ~any 
areas where more than one hospital 
serves the same general district, the 
hospitals are tied together to send 
poor patients with common diseases to · 
lower quality institutions that those 
that more well-to-do patients can 
afford. 
Even in the best of hospitals the 
organization is set up not to meet the 
patient's whole needs, but to run an 
efQ.cient enterprise. Patients are often 
sh'tit tied to and from specialized 
clinics, each of which serves the 
interests of staff members with a 
particular interest. 
In financing- planning areas of the-
health care services are the health 
insurance companies such as Blue 
Cross, which itself provides 
hopsitalization insurance for over 70 
million Americans. Blue Cross is very 
important in setting health policies 
which effect millions of people. 
Members of its Board of Directors are 
on government advisory committees, 
they advise Congreeeional committees, 
and they work together with large 
hospjtals to set up "areawide 
comprehensive health planning 
agencies." :A' 'Blue Cross decision of 
Ithaca 
some ye.ars ago limits the amount of 
money that a hospital can receive as 
reimbursement. In effect this results in 
a decrease in the number of hospital 
beds in use. 
The "medical/industrial 
complex" ,the third part of the health 
care system, works with doctors, 
medical schools, and hospitals to 
provide drugs, medical supplies, 
laboratories, nursing homes, insurance 
companies, building construction 
companies, and related organizations 
to make profits from personal 
illnesses. Health care is big business; 
many individuals make large profits 
from supplying the material goods 
needed for health care. They work in 
conjunction with the other two parts 
of the system to provide health care 
which serves interests other than those 
of the people. 
The system as it exists now is 
expensive and fragmented, ·and does 
not take good care of the people it 
serves. Americans deserve more than 
they are getting for their money. 
Health care for the people stiould 
become ·the- aim of the health care 
system. 
Health and Welfare 
When dealing with any social 
problem, it is difficult to avoid lapsmg 
into statistics On the other hand, 
when dealing with the millions of 
people involved in these issues, 
statistics become indispensable. 
Medical aid to U.S. citizens in general, 
and welfare recipients in particular is' 
one area so vast that sti)tistics are 
unavoidable. To add some human 
dimension to these numbers, the 
Ithacan spoke with Mrs. Ruth Walrad, 
head of the Welfare Rights 
Organization here Tompkins County 
in a discussion about medical aid 
available to welfare recipients in this 
count The number and complexity 
of the paradoxes extant in this area 
put Catch-22 at the epitome of 
simplicity. Children and the elderly, 
those most unable to help themselves, 
are usually the victims of these ironies. 
In Tompkins County, a-child eats on 
SIS.00 a week, a figure 10% lower 
than that set by the Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare. The 
child's diet, consequently, may not be 
n utiltionally sufficient, leaving him 
susceptible to illnesses that a-healthy 
diet wouid elimin._ate. ~ationwide, 
malnutrition. is rampant. 50% of all 
infants aged 12 to 23 months are 
anemic, while 40% of all children are 
deficient in Vitamin C. The free lunch 
program, set up in part to combat 
malnutrition in · children, reaches 
onl) 35~ of them. This is 
-due primarily lo new· restrictions and 
cul-backs in ftdera) f~ proacams; 
run the welfare dept or herself 
In answer to many of the problems, 
medical and otherwise. that confront 
welfare recipients in this area, the 
WRO will soon pubhsh a Welfare 
Rights Handbook, advising people on 
where and how to receive the benefits 
due them. Mrs. Walrad related an 
anecdote detailing the red tape and 
hypocrisy inherent in people's attitude 
toward people on welfare. A group 
named the Arca Congregations 
Together volunteered to fund the 
pubhcat10n of the handbook. Together 
•s ii b s e q u e n t I y, they decided to 
edit and censor the handbook, sending 
these recommendations to Welfare 
Commissioner Marjory Beggs. She 
promptly returned these to the WRO, 
which has decided to publish the book 
itself. Demands must be met, and Mrs. 
Walrad, aware of this, added, "It'!. 
going to be a radical Welfare Rights 
Handbo9Jc, It has to '>e." 
·~Some of the schools around here are 
funny about the free lunches" 
commented Mrs. Walrad. "The 
children are actually made to feel 
different." 
Medical and dental welfare services 
in Tompkins County are either 
nonexistent or merely prescribe 
advice. A Well Baby Clinic advises 
mothers on how to· care for their 
children, while a dental clinic restricts 
its function to informing parents of 
the condition of their childrens' teeth 
The HiUburlon Act ·of-1946 granted 
millions of dollars to ,,6,000 hospitals 
acr~ tht- country~ ,Tompkins County 
Hospital a,noung them. to construct 
_,. Oft,,..,,_ "' . 
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COMMUNITY COUNCIL 
Student Body l're,1dcnt Greg interpreted. Acting Provost Frank 
Davi, moved at la,t ·fhursday·s Darrow moved that the Executive 
Community Council '.\teeting that Committee of the Council should 
page, I <, - 3 o· of the new be charged with the responsib1hty 
<iovcrnancc Document should he of studying such questions of 
,tm:ken hccau,e they are"against interpretation and making 
the ,p1r1l of the document." recommendation to the Council 
Davi\' motion. which was Council Chairman Firman Brown 
defeated hy a vote of 35-4-3. obJected on the grounds that 
would do away with the ,ect1on attempting to define the meaning 
<>f the JoLument which deab with of a "constitution'' of this kind in 
u,mnutlee ,tructure and other a few weeks could be 
organ11at1onal aspect, of the counterproductive. The motion 
( ·ouncil. was defeated. 
Davi, also C\pre~,i:J concern 
over the lac! that the (;overnance 
Document wa~ written primarily 
hy faculty mcmher,, rather than 
hy ,tudent:,, and Staff member,. 
Following the defeat of the 
motion, Davb left the meeting 
with a look of comternat1on on 
hi, face. 
In oth~r husmes,. a motion was 
carried which would allow absent 
member, of the Council 
suh,t1tute, to meetings. 'fhe 
,uh,t11ute, would have full 
di,cu\>1on privileges but no vote. 
I· xprc\>ing concern with how 
l he (;overnance Document is 
Health Care 
con/. from page one 
It was announced by Chairman 
Brown that it was necessary to 
establish a search committee to 
find a permanent Vice President 
for Student Affairs. The search 
com m1ttee will consist of one 
Staff member. two faculty 
members, five students, and two 
admmistrators. The VP position is 
temporarily being filled by Gus 
Perial1s of the Drama 
Department. Ithaca College 
President Elhs Phillips asked tbat 
the search· committee be 
responsible to the Community 
Council but that it report directly 
to him. Some observers, however, 
felt that the committee should 
report to the Council and the 
new mcd1cal fac1ht1cs. When 85% of 
the,c hospitals failed to grant a 
peri:entage uf these funds to facilities 
for the poor, lawyers in New Orleans 
look the case to court and won. 
llowever. the original figure of 5% was 
cul to 3'1,,. "I lost a 10 pound 
grandchild because there was no 
rc~piratory equipment in the delivery 
room. Mrs. Walrad added. "The 
mfant mortality rate m this country is 
I hn't' lime, as high amou,1g the poor as 
,1111oung lho,i: helter off. I really think 
lhat 111.iny profoss1onal people arc 
rt·lt1ctanl to help welfare patients. If a 
dodor tells me lhat my child needs 
hdp. I rduse to go without it due to 
lad, of money." 
The elderly have their own 
Council in turn should report to 
the President. 
A motion by Student 
Representative Fred Kastenbaum, 
which would void the Educational 
Policies Committee for the 
present time. was defeated by a 
vote of 25-3. 
Following official business, the 
floor was offered to anv 
interested observers. Edward 
D'Aeguero of the Spanish 
Department expressed his feeling 
that the various committees of the 
Council should contain fewer 
administrators. He also expressed 
his consternation over the fact 
that non-members cannot enter 
into Community Council 
discussion until after business is 
ended and questions have come to 
a vote. 
Finally, Dea~ of Humanities 
and Sciences Ted Baker raised the 
question "Just what is• a 
decision-making body?" He 
expressed his hope that the 
members of the Council will not 
avoid the task of addressing itself 
to that question. 
Staff Cred·it Union 
By Andra Youngberg President Ellis Phillips Jr. 
A credit union to benefit the A meeting was held on Friday. 
administration, faculty. and staff September :?2, in an attmept to 
or Ithaca College has been in the gain that approval. The meeting 
planning for several weeks .. was attended by Mr. Phillips, Dr. 
Questionnaires were distributed David Adorno (Chairman of the 
Business Administration Division). and response was overwhelmingly 
1n favor (180-9) of the Dave Dellos and Ken Nigh 
establishment of such an (students from the Business 
organization. The union would Department). The credit union 
serve its shareholders by providing was proposed and Phillips was of 
dividends and low-cost loans. Life the opinion that it would be 
com petition to mutual savings 
insurance might also be provided. banks and that the union was not 
Credit unions must be licensed 
by the feder~I government. Loans =d~~~ndis!~:~io~c~~~~~:~ ~~ii~;: 
will be insured by the National himself is on the board of 
Credit Union Association. One directors of one or more savings 
advantage of a credit union is that· banks. 
no personal investigations are 
made before a loan is granted. An Ithaca College credit union 
Shares in the credit union will has been considered before but 
probably cost $5.00. No one will never reached the stage that this 
be buying shares or doing one has. Dr. Adorno hopes that 
anything· else in the credit union, t h i s t I m e i t w i I I 
however, until it is approved by work. 
TO THE EDITORS: 
It is with deep regret that I must 
submit my resignation to the Ithaca 
College Staff Council. I have accepted 
a position with a firm downtown and I 
w ii I be leaving the It,haca College 
campus. Although I look with 
anticipation to my new job, I am truly 
sorry to leave my affiliation with the 
Council. My association with you has 
been a most memorable experience. I 
am especially glad that I had the 
opportunity to meet so. many people 
qn campus_ and_ .. become an integral 
part of an organization that will be ·a 
truly representative governing body 
for Ithaca College. I am sure you will 
all agree with me that the "Staff 
Council" has come a long way since its 
inception. 
I want to thank a•: 'lf you for your 
help, without it I could not have done 
my job. I will miss seeing you very 
much, but I will continue to follow 
the actions of the Council through the 
media. 
Again, thank you and good luck in 
the future. 
Sincerely, 
. Chris Morrison 
problems. Many elderly welfare people 
do not re..:cive enough money to buy 
nwdinnes that, as with most elderly 
pl'ople. are usually chronic. What 
happens 111 such cases'! "The elderly 
either huy medicine and cut back on 
·fooJ-soml'thing which in itself can 
..:rl'ale hl'alt h prohkms-or they cat and 
nq!lr:L·t the purchase of medic111es. 
l'ither way, they lose." Mrs. Walrad 
answerl'd. Also. the drug companies. 
with tlw1r attempts at higher profits, 
keep thl' pnt·e of many medicines 
almost heyond the finan..:ial grasp of 
the old. llsually. Just one long term 
illnl'ss or hospital stay can exhaust the 
funds a person has spent a lifetime 
building. 
PhilFtca*· the ithacan 
~1 ... ntal health servin."s for the 9 .000 
people on Wdfare in Tompkins 
County is also la.:king. There is one 
psyd1iatrisl along with several 
psyL·hologists qualified lo deal with 
prohkms I hat. according to Mrs. 
WalraJ. are qml<.' serious in many 
L"JSt'~. . -\fler suffer.in~ some slight 
dt•press1,)n fnllowmg r<.'cov<.'ry from 
hront·hit1s and pneumonia. ~!rs. WalraJ 
hers.:If wJs reL·,,111111<.'nJed 10 a private 
psyd1iJlris1. She wonders ruefully who 
needs 1he help nwre. th<.' people who 
Meadow Court 
Shell 
3 I 7 N. Meadow Sr. 
/tl,aca, N. Y. 
Jerry 1lolden .. \lgr. 
All Types oi Repairs 
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VIETNAM: A CANCEROUS INVESTMENT/ PART-II· 
WHEN THE LEVEE BREAKS ••• 
By Ward H. Silver, 
"The Communists have let 
loose a revolutionary idea in 
Vietnam . . . (it) will not die by 
being ignored bombed or 
smothered by us. " 
ior General Edward G. Lansdale 
U.S. Military Intelligence in Saigon 
Through the thousands of years 
their country has been occupied 
by foreign landowners, armies and 
governments, the Vietnamese will 
and desire for self-determination 
has remained indomitable-as the 
current offensive indicates. Yet it 
is this moment in history that is 
perhaps the most critical for 
them. Never before have the 
forces of imperialism torn so 
strongly at their cultural fibre. 
I Never before have their skies and 
lan"d ' been filled with so many 
weapons of destruction. Never 
0 
I 
;~-~ 
,/' 
they will flow out onto the plain. 
These deposits,· as a result, 
accumulate in a "cushion'.' behind 
the dikes that is continually rising. 
Therefore, it is necessary to 
heighten as well as reinforce the 
dikes from year to year. 
When bombs are dropped even 
at a distance from the dikes, they 
may cause minor earthquakes 
resulting in fissures that increase 
the fragility of the structure. This 
is the case according to Herbert 
Markovich, a French scientist who 
has served as a diplomatic liason 
between the United States and 
Hanoi in 1967 and ·1s wetl 
inrormcd about the <like situation 
( therefore not "naive" or "taken 
in" by "enemy inspired 
propaganda" as Richard Nixon 
has suggested; seeRamparts Oc-. 
tober, 1972, page 24). Further-
more, in talks with North 
Vietnamese officials, Markovich 
said there are indications that 
She added that there was "no -
i n d u s t r y , n o major 
communications lines, no 
highways.When you stand on top 
of the dike, for as far as your eye 
can see there are flat rice 
paddies.'. 
On July 24, the Secretary 
General of the United Nations, 
Kurt Waldheim, said he had been 
notified of several dike bombings· 
and appealed to the United States 
to desist. The White House 
claimed he had been · duped by 
propaganda. 
The list continues. Ramsey 
Clark, a former United States 
Attorney General, and Sean 
MacBride, a former Foreign 
Minister· of Ireland, travelled to 
North Vietnam with an 
international team appointed to 
examine the dikes. Their report of 
August ll stated in part: 1) These 
bombardments were intentional 
and deliberate. 2) The damaged 
e = BOMBED DIKES 
Map showing locations of attacks on dikes from April to August. Area in white is the 
Red River Delta; almost all attacks have been in the eastern delta, where the flood 
danger is the highest. Note also that attacks tend to be at places where the river curves 
- and where the water pressure bearing against the dikes is the highest. 
before have the threats of ecocide work crews sent out to repair the 
and genocide been so immediate. I damaged dikes are being attacked 
· say this only in part because, w it h various anti -personnel 
according to some of the most weapons. 
informed sources in the world, Yet Markovich is only one very 
deliberate attacks have been influential person in a long list of 
struck at the fragile dike network people who have journeyed to 
of North Vietnam by the United North Vietnam and withnessed 
States. t h c d e v a st at i o n . F re n ch 
Although initial fears have been geographer Yves Lacoste warned 
allayed, and the possibility of of the potential danger of indirect 
,nassive flooding is· no longer bombing in Le Monde during 
imminent (according to Dr. Bill Lyndon Johnson's escalation 
Zimmerman from Medical Aid to between 1965 and 1968. This past 
Indo-China) the attacks should August, he visited Thai Binh 
not be ignored. If the major dikes Province in North Vietnam (see 
in the Red River Delta near Hanoi map). There he saw the -results of 
are destroyed, the consequences American B-52 bomber's 
would be severe:"' l)lf main river "systematic" (a favorite word of 
·dikes were breached at a time Henry Kissinger and Samuel 
when the water level is high~ a Huntington-major technicians in 
very large part of the 6,000 square the counter insurgent effort) 
mile Red River Delta would be attacks on apparently specific 
wa~er. 10,000,000 people live on targets. 
the delta;'4/S 'of North Vietnam's On July 11, some twenty foreign 
rice crop is-grown there. 2) lf_tbe journalists watc,hed a dozen 
tide water control dikes on the sea American planes attack a dike at 
shore were breached, a substantial ·Nam Sach, east of Hanoi. They all 
part· of the rice harvest would be agreed that "the American pilots 
destroyed. 
0
Moreover,. the salt were specifically aiming for the 
water would make the land dikes -as far as the eye could see 
impossible to farm for many there was nothl:ng but rice 
years. paddies." 
The dikes of the Tonkin Plain, Jane Fonda was invited in early 
possibly 4,000 years old, were July by the North Vietnamese to 
constructed in order. to hold back view .the· damage.- She also visited 
the- water that pours down from Nam Sach and reported on a dike 
the -moun·tains during the she saw on the Kinh Thay river. 
monsoon season Uust about this "At the very point..where the dike 
time of .. yc=ar). The alluv.ial has to hold back these waters," 
de PJJSits dragged along by the she said, ·'it has been botti c·ut in 
water must be held back or else tv.:o and bombe~ on _both sides. " 
Source: Le Moooe 
dikes observed . . . do not form 
part of a road network ... They 
arc situated in isolated areas and 
no military objectives could be 
noted _ .. " 
The explanation for this horror 
can onlyb.e that it is a last 
desperate attempt by the Nixon 
Administration to terrorize and 
divert the liberating forces 
conducting their present 
offensive. As Major-General 
Lansdale implies, however, this, __ 
too will fail. American escalation 
has historically served not as a 
divisive force but rather as a 
uniting factor. Undoubtedly, the 
actual extent of the ·National 
Liberation Front's support has 
been vastly underestimated. There 
can be no other explanation for 
American failure. 
As mentioned above, the 
immediate danger appears to have .. 
ended. The fiigh water level has 
come and gone. Never 
u n d e r e st i m a t e Ric~ard 
Nixon,however. He has -now 
rea~hed the threshhold of terror 
exliibited by the Nazi High 
Commissioner for Holland during 
World War II, Seyss-lnquart, the 
man who ordered the Dutch dikes 
opened to slow the advancing 
Anglo-American armies. Near 
starvation and the flooding of half 
a million acres of land resulted. 
Seyss-Inquart was later 
condemned to death at the 
Nuremb~rg Trials, even though he 
stopped the destruction of the 
dikes and cooperated in relief 
measures. We must ask ourselves if 
we can even expect the same of 
Richard Nixqn? In Ramsey 
Clark's words,"ffhere can be no 
possible justification in the eyes 
of common human morality." 
*Source: The Asia Information 
Project's War Bulletin 
August-September ,1972. 
SPECIAL FOR PARENTS 
WEEKEND 
MEDICAL AID FOR INDOCHINA 
SPONSORS THE MOVIE 
" Villqge by Village '' 
a film made by 4 Americans 
recently returned from the 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam 
BRING YOUR PARENTS IT'S FREE 
8pm m TlOl Sat Oct. 7 
rain• or shine•• 
Medical Aid for Indochina 
Sponsors: 
A BENEFIT 
Rock, Folk~ & morel 
Sunday Od 1 
• PAVILION IN THE PARK 
'** OUTSIDE 
Stewart Park 
1~9 pm 
SI.SO DONATION REQUESTED 
\ 
' . ' ' ' \ 
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AKA--AKA 
By Alan Ross 
Y csterday ,I ate a platypus for lunch. It wasn't a 
very large platypus but hten agian I'm not an 
exceptionally big eater. It was a bright, Sllnll1/, 
warm kind of a day and it made me feel quite 
alive ... and very hungry. You know ... ? 
I picked the meat from its' webbed feet, and 
silently thought it most queer. But hte sight of the 
staff compared with my dish; suddenly I felt quite 
renewed. 
Afterwards, I went to buy some books. ("he 
went to buy some books ... tra la"). I went to the 
bookstore where subsequently I b ought my 
books. A thrilling experience. 
Picture' this if you will: four. hundred seals 
crawling up on the same rock ... an earthquake in 
Japan ... a Saturday night concert in the gym. I 
mean this was one hell of a weird scene. The 
strangest looking people are hanging around this 
place. 
It was great fun searching through the crowded 
aisles the scent of duplicator fluid in the air. 
Stared at b y the piercing colored bindings as they 
reached for me. Dodging this way and that. I 
belched, remembering my lunch, and smiled to 
myself. All of a sudden something caught my eye. 
On the shelf above· me two pigeons had 
nested ... right on the P.T. books perched in the 
uppermost corner. Right there in the Ithaca 
College Bookstore, there they 'were going at it with 
a vengence. 
As waves knock against the dykes in the days of 
early spring when nature is at its fullest and the 
pear tree blossoms so was I outraged. Searching for 
an escape I turned around and came face to face 
(my face, his neck) with this frightening 
apparition. My first thought for some reason was 
the word ... MOSS!!! 
I longed for the sea ... There he ·was standing 
before me like the last mountain man from the last 
mountain. He looked strange ... weird ... a bit 
suspicious, and he smelled bad ... like a dog. It 
turned out that he worked here. 
Uc asked me politely ... "Can I help you?" ... 
and I thought be mu~t be kidding. But he said it 
like he meant it; sincere smile aild all. Between the 
two of them the platypus looked better. 
llis appearance is what startled me. Someone 
looking like that working at IC? It was all.a bit of 
a ·surprise. His hair 'hung close .to his stomach, and 
he claimed a beard that would keep his chest warm 
on a winter night. He looked friendly though. I 
figured I just shouldn't get too close .. ,. fear, you 
kf!OW'! 
Uc reminded me of the kind of person who 
would follow you down dimly lit streets late at 
night in the East Village, with a big butcher knife 
in his pants in case he wanted to talk to you. And 
he did want to , talk that is. 
-It was stra-nge; experiencing my feelings at that 
moment I· decided to challenge my hesitancy ... 
and find out what the story was. It turned out his 
name was Peter ... "Peter" I thought ... 
hmmmm. 
We walked outside for air ... a bit off on the 
duplicator fluid. He was quite peaceful person who 
seemed pent up with so many things to 
say ... little did I know of the-case. 
"Why is it, " he wanted to know,"that people 
are suspicious of you if you're friendly to them?"I 
wondered myself . . . "I mean I check out books 
all day and talk with the people here and they all 
act like I'm after something ... they're af:i;aid to 
just accept me, as if I present a threat to them." 
I felt a certain kinship ... it is a common thing 
at IC to wonder where all the "Other" people "are 
at." Why they seem so sole and unfriendly ... 
even afraid. 
His eyes were pretty deep and he looked as if 
he'd been through a few' things I could, never 
understand. And, so it was. 
Travelling across the country 6, no 7 times, 
always on foot ... alone with his dog "Karma" ... 
what a wonderful name ... Karma. He had studied 
music at Berklee ( a Boston Jazz school) for 3 
years, then said "fuck it'. and was off. 
He seemed quite lonely. As if the people 
surrounding him didn't exist, as if he ;,-were all 
alone here. No one to talk with ... or just spend 
time with. "People here just seem aftaid to let 
anyone know them" .. ,. his words came right 
from my mind, and I wondered if he was talking 
about me - - though I knew he didn't realize that. 
I asked him if he had ever been to Kansas ... 
knowing that Kansas was the most lost place you 
could find. He smiled ... and talked of jazz as if I 
hadn't said a thing. 
"Did you ever hear Pharoh Sanders, or· Miles' 
"kind of Blue" album?"lt seems that no matter 
how I feel I can listert to these men blow, and play 
their minds and then I can see what true feeling 
is.s, ' 
1 don't know that he's right .... 1;,ut the way in 
which· h~ felt a need to touch someon~. and be 
involved with people. . . realizing that he is 
· resposible for other people and that if he couldn't 
reach your mind, or find you willing to relate to 
something beside yourself, then ~mething is 
wron. 
And something is! 
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Editorial 
Decision Making 
"Just what is a decision-making body?" This question was asked 
at last week's Community Council meeting by Dean of Humanities 
and Sciences,Ted Baker. Baker said that he hoped the Council would 
"not avoid the task of addressing itself to that question." We feel 
compelled to echo his concern. 
Many members of (he Community Council are certain that the 
Governance document which outlines the principles and structure of 
the Council, needs little or no improvement. We're not so sure. 
Neither is the Student Body President Greg Davis. In fact, he has let 
it be known that he has grave doubts about the' document as it is 
now written. At last week's meeting Davis moved that pages 16-36 of 
the Governance Document be stricken. What is important about that 
motion is not that it. was defeated_ by a cote of 35 to 4, but that it 
was made by the representative of the entire Student Body. Does the 
student body feel the way Davis does? Who knows? Has anybody 
bothered to find out how students, Staff-members or faculty 
members in general feel? One fact that sticks out like a sore thumb is 
that few members of this college are willing to make themselves 
heard concerning an issue like this. Most of them haven't even 
formed an opinion. We would even venture to say that a good many 
members of this college couldn't care less. And perhaps they're 
justified.But there are a good many people around with strong 
reservations. We think there is something wrong when Marty 
Brownstein feels it necessary to warn that silence. on the part of the 
community concerning the Council should not be interpreted as 
tacit approval. There is something wrong when the President of the 
Student Body walks out of the Council meeting when it is only half 
over because, as he put it later, "I was going to be sick if I stayed 
any longer." 
It seems that those who wrote the Governance Document 
(primarily faculty members) are in a great hurry to set the machine 
in motion. We definitely feel that some of the nuts and bolts in that 
machine are faulty. But that isn't the issue here. Before one· 
examines the components of a machine. one must determine if the 
. machine itself will do the job. We feel that the analogy aptly 
describes the current state of affairs concerning the Ithaca College 
Governance Proposal. K.H.H. 
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COMMENT 
WASTEPAPER 
By Mitch Broder 
Either we have been so conditioned by the present state of 
America11 affairs that we have unknowingly become propagators of 
that state, or there are simply a good many of us who are satisfied 
~ith the SY!>tem, and consciously wish to work within it. Whatever 
the ca!>e, that all-important aspect of the American Way known as· 
the !lard Sell has gone too far on this campus. Quite plainly, our 
collt:ge has become a pathetic panorama of predominantly perverse, 
p reposterow,, and particularly perturbing posters, pasteboards, 
portrait!>, and pamphlets, publicizing paltry proclamations, 
promulgations, and publications, proposing pedestrian pastimes, 
parties, and performances, prohibiting pleasurable pastimes, parties, 
and performances, peddling presumptuous products, privileges, and 
p_rizes, and promoting pretentious promises, prerogatives, and 
propaganda. These prevalent portrayals primarily provide platitude, 
prating, and pusillanimous pulchritude, not to mention prolix 
presentation and puny puns. And perhaps most pitiless is their 
pervasion of every public place, from portal, to passage, to postern. 
In other words, we are being persistently plagued by a pletliora of 
placards, most of which you will agree are teeming with the most 
insignificant bosh, tosh, clack, twadle, claptrap, blether, blather, 
pifne, prattle, napdoodle, tommyrot, bibble-babble, and wish-wash 
imaginable. 
Every week, hundreds of these signs are plastered across the aura 
of our vision in an unequaled display of commercialism. The 
quantity i!> not the complete problem; in an effort to be coy, the 
creators of some of. these handbills, broadsides, fliers, bulletins, 
notices, circulars, or what-have-you often employ advertising 
techniques in their·"works" which make Playtex commercials look 
like a Shakespeare festival by ·comparison. However, the enormous 
numbers of papers affixed to, or laid upon, anything which will hold 
them is the pertinacious and paradoxical problem at hand. Certainly 
some messages must be delivered, and some advertising is necessary 
for various causes, but communication is one thing, and innundation · 
is quite another. 
If, for example, if the Student Activities Board is planning to 
present "fhe Rhubarb That Ate Rhode Island" on Sunday,. 
November 26, they need not place layers of posters and reams of 
fliers in every classroom, on every bulletin board, on every cafeteria 
·table, on every wall in every dorm, on every lampost, in every CMI 
oxtail, and .so on, and so forth'. proclaiming, " SAB Presents: 'The 
Rhubarb That Ate Rhode lsland!'Sunday, November 26, 7 and 9 
p.m., Admission 75 tents. " They could instead put up three posters, 
in strategic locales, and proclaim, "SAB Presents: 'The Rhubarb 
_'.fhat Ate Rhode lsland'!Sunday, November 26, 7 and 9 p.m., 
-.Admission SO cents." Thus, since they have saved large sums of 
money on printinit costs. thev can consequently lower the admission 
. price to SO cents, which will in tum attract twice the audience and 
increase the take by 25%. 
SAB, bless its green little heart, is of course not the only culprit. 
Sharing the guilt is an endless list of such paper-hangers as 
fraternities, sororities, bars, magazine companies, poster companies, 
pubs, refrigerator renters, television renters, taverns, the bookstore, 
the terrace snack bar, drinking parlours, book sellers, ride seekers, 
bl"er joints, certain members of the drama department, certain 
members of all other departments, saloons the business office, the 
registrar's office, the entire administratio1f, the Ithacan, you, me, 
and everybody else. 
Another aspect of this excessive utilization of the public notice, 
besides that of the potential damage to the mind, is simply that of 
the immense and unnecessary waste of paper. You may guffaw, 
feeling that even if the SAB, or another organization, does put three 
identical posters on one bullettin board, and does print hundreds of 
circulars which are left untouched in the literature rack, for each 
event it sponsors, our forests' resources will still not be appreciably 
affected. But multiply the tons of paper actually wasted annually on 
this campus (including only the broad category of advertising) by 
thousands of colleges, high schools, and other institutions across the 
cpuntry. engaging in similar folly and you-have lost a goodly sum of 
ttees. So n tms unprecedented excercise in journalistic derring-do 
convin1."es the people of this campus to control (not end, control) 
their artistic and literary ~mpulsions, as well as their big-business 
tendencies, perhaps it will be joined by similar exposes in o~her 
regions, and a 1.-ontribution to the salvation of our botanical 
environment will be made. 
Whet her your cause be reconstruction of the System, or 
preservation of ecology (and if you are any kind of decent person, it 
is one or the other, if not both), then help put an end to the 
prevalent plenitude of persistently piddling, picayune, and piteous 
placards. 
By Daniel Zwerdling 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
( L!IIS) - - - In the Fifties, third 
grade teachers taught their 
students to eat wholesome 
breakfasts from the four basic 
food groups. They hung U.S. 
Department of Agriculture posters 
on the walls, featuring ov~rsize 
pictures of fruits, grains, eggs and 
meat and milk. 
Now the USDA is singing 
another tune. For growing 
numbers of poor school children 
in its School Breakfast Program, 
breakfast is nothing but a carton 
of milk and a sugary, cream filled 
fortified Hostess Twinkie. It is a 
boon for the snack industry which 
plans to cash in on the 
nutrition-consumer movement 
with bigger and bigger diets of 
cakes, soft drinks, puddings and 
other junk foods - - - all fortified 
with synthetic vitamins, minerals 
and protein. 
US DA, which must approve 
any new foods in the breakfast 
program, redefined "bieakfast" in 
October 1970, so schools could 
scrap the fruit and cifreal and 
substitute "Fortified Baked 
Product with Cream Filling" 
instead. 
At USDA, giving children junk 
food for breakfast makes good 
economic sense. Ever since the 
breakfast program was started by 
Congress six years ago, it has 
bogged down in skimpy funds, 
bad administration and local 
politics. Every poor child in the 
tnt is supposed to get fruit or 
fruit juice, milk and cereal - plus 
eggs and meat when schools can 
afford them. But only 943,000 
children received breakfasts last 
year-, even th'ough USDA 
estimates that 9.3 million kids are 
eligible, 
One problem is that inner city 
and rural schools ~ith large 
numbers of poor children do not 
have kitchen equipment. The 
Milwaukee school system manages 
to cart breakfasts· all over the city 
by truck, but USDA has offered 
schools an easier way out: let' 
them eat cake. No muss, no fu!'~ 
"A truck can back up to the 
school door, dump hundreds of 
cartons of milk (and cakes) in the 
hallway if need be, tlie kids can 
grab them and eat," says Edward 
Koenig, deputy director of 
USDA's Nutrition and Technical 
Service, which helps administer 
breakfast programs, "None of this 
bowls and glasses of juice spilling 
over." 
It y;as two years ago when the 
first seeds ·of the cake program 
were sown. ITT's Continental 
Bakery sent its vice president for 
research, Robert Cotton, to 
Washington. As Keonig 
remembers it, Cotton asked, 
"What can I do? I want to do 
SOMETHING to help." "We got a 
brainstorm," says Koenig, "kids 
just love ITT's' Hostess Twinkies 
(not to mention Ding Dong's, 
Ho-Ho's and Suzy Q's). We 
figured if we make something as 
appealing as a Twinkie yet as 
.. 
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nutritious as fruit and cereal ... ·· 
The answer: Super Twinkie. 
Called Astrofood. it is laced with 
enough nutrients. according to 
ITT Continental, to make orange 
juice, two strips of bacon, one egg 
and bread and butter obsolete. 
No one knows how many 
children are munching sweet 
snacks for breakfast each morning 
(USDA does not keep those kind 
of figures), but the baking 
companies are ecstatic. Since 
Tasty Baking Company joined the 
Breakfast program market last 
fall, its pie and cake sales have 
soared 70%, according to its last 
annual report. Fifty thousand 
Philadelphia school-age children 
munch Tasty fortified cakes every 
morning. ITT supplies schools in 
St. Louis, Memphis, Little Rock 
and Atlanta and is opening 
markets in Seattle, Los Angeles, 
Massachusetts and New York. 
Both companies have sent teams 
of salesmen scouring the country 
for more business. 
Nutritionists - - - including 
USDA's staff - - - think that the 
sugary cake for breakfast is not 
the best way to fulfill President 
Nixon's dream of--n--an end to 
hunger and malnutrition for all 
time." The Food Research and 
Action Center, a government 
funded community consulting 
firm in New York, worries that 
creamy cakes may have "a 
harmful effect on developing 
teeth due to their high· sugar 
content and adhesive properties." 
Plus, cake for breakfast is bad 
nutrition education. Children are 
learning that the same kind of 
stuff which gives them pimples, 
makes them fat and kills their 
appetites for real food, is 
suddenly good for them. The staff 
nutritionists for USDA's breakfast 
program think the U.S. should 
dream up some way to feed ·real 
food to children for breakfast. 
Any new breakfast snack must 
first pass a panel of nutritionists. 
Then college students munch it. If 
they give the okay, Rutgers sends 
the food to somt guinea-pig 
children in local schools. Then 
comes the garbage test: weigh the 
trash and see how much breakfast 
the children throw out. Finally. 
Rutgers feeds its product to I ,000 
children, once a day for five 
months. 
Rutgers 1s preparing a report on 
the popular breakfast foods of 
tomorrow. Soon, they say, 
six-year-olds in the school 
breakfast programs will be 
selecting pop tarts, fruit pies, fig 
bars, doughnuts, cup cakes, 
brownies, wafers, puddings and 
soft drinks - - - made with 
artificial flavors, colors and 
textures, but fortified 
(artificially), of course. 
The bias seems to be toward 
junk foods. "Well, that's what 
kids like," says the Program 
Director H. Winauer, who once 
worked for the General Foods 
Jello and Pudding Division, the 
M&M-Mars candy bar company 
and National Licorice. 
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After all, the U.S. exports $8 _ . . 
billion worth of food every year But Wmauer contentmn 1s not 
and the government pays farmer~ accepted by everyone. "Kids like 
another $3 to keep fertile land sweets because_ t~~-t's what we 
idle. But higher up policy makers teach them to hke, says Marcella 
could not be moved. Katz, a New York Public Health 
Nutritionist. You can't pass a TV 
"The gut issue is getting set or supermarket without seeing 
nutrition into these kids' bellies," sugar. Winauer's reasoning is like 
Koenig said.· "Here were these the old southern maxim: "blacks 
millions of hungry kids. We would rather eat pigs knuckles 
needed something fast, and ITT than sirloin steak any day." 
had a product ready to go. True, As a matter of fact, this kind of 
the cakes aren't bacon and eggs. thinking propelled Memphis 
But they'reeatingit.Kids'likethe·school lunch director Ted 
cakes. We don't care if the food is MacLoud to feed 20,000 poor 
made out of wHipped cream, as blacks each morning with 
long as it has the required Astrofood. 
nutrients." "If you drive through the black 
There is only one real drawbac!( 
to the cakes, as Koenig sees it, is 
that the children get bored eating 
them. So USDA is woiking 
diligently to promote inte1;isting, 
wholesome varieties. It keeps a 
Rutgers University laboratory 
going full time testing new 
fortified goodies for the snack 
industry, at government expense. 
neighborhood - - • which I have to, 
to get to work every day - • - you 
can see that they're all coming out 
of the corner drugstore with a 
cake and a bottle of pop," he 
explained, "They don't liJce eggs 
and fruit in their homes. The 
cakes are more like what they're 
used to eating," MacLoud said. 
"Why, if we let them, they'd want 
to eat chocolate every day." 
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the basement left from her 
canning business. l!pstairs we 
picked through the remains 
II', 
apart in our hands. We deaned for 
three '1,ours before we were able to 
reach ORC. tloor and rip-up the 
buckled floor boards. 
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By Abby Cox 
painstakingly trying not to throw 
anything out that .:ould ':le By 5 p.m. when we took our 
r e .p a i r e d . B e a u t i f u I exhausted and aching bodies home 
hand-embroidered pillow .:ases fell -we all knew that we had contruted 
to·a worthwhile cause. Maybe out: 
efforts were small, but we knew it 
was a 'human e,,perience that none· 
of us would·· have missed. The 
grathude of one old lady .may not 
mean much to some. but a group_ 
who had worked so hard it seemed 
like the best kind o 
I here were Lh1r1y-Lwo of u~ that who re~ide, alone upstairs. She sat 
a"cmhlecl in Iron of the chaplain', on th~ porch fondling each piece 
oll1~e hefore X a.m. la,t Saturday lcivingli,:.Lamenting over their fate 
ancl ,unclay Lo participate m the quietly. ~ht! then ~aved each 
ma'>\1ve flood dean-up effort. pathetic piece. Her sense of 
Although we hardly knew each humor never ~cemed to wane 
,,thcr a~ we loJclcd the c,af\ with during the day. but maybe that 
,hovel,, huc.:kct,. and hroom,, we wa, ju,t the shock. It was the first 
q u I c k I y f o r in e d a her house had been cleaned out 
, m,H, 1 h I y-opcrating community. ,inc.:e the flood and she c.:ould not 
:-.ame, wen.: unimportant a~ we possibly concieve of all that she 
dl:lcrm1nedl} worked not a., had lost.HUDmovedherafterthe 
,trangcr,. but a~ I ricnth. flood, but she took a taxi and 
Volunteer Your Services 
I! wa, ,trangely quiet a~ Wt! returned immediately. unable to 
pa~wd around the ,mall ~hma dog leave her home and what remained 
lhal we found among the rubble. of her possesions. As we worked, 
There wa, nothing any of u~ c.:otild an SAB man inti:rviewed her as to 
,ay to era,e what !hi~ little dog her losses while she carefully 
with out hi, tail so mutely collected the shredded dirty 
~houled. lie probably cost no remains of her plastic flowers. She 
more than a few dollars, yet ,twas estimated she would need $10.000 
a ~trangely touching ~ight to -to replace her losses-a color TV, 
rcali1e that thi~ was one of the stereo, refrigerator , stove. 
only remains of a lifetime. Boxes cabinets, almost .anything you 
of mud~oaked letters lay on the could imagine. A recipient of 
porc.:h · among broken dollls and welfare, she had neither money in 
other barely recognizable knick the bank nor savmg of any kind. 
knach. ~avcd for no other reason The work wa, long and hard, 
than their st:nt1mental value. As with the five foot dirt floored 
we found other bits and pieces in cellar having to be shoveled out. 
the mud that we thought might be - Condt"mned as a health hazard the 
,alvagcd we brought them out to filth, was difficult to imagine. 
Agne,, an older one-legged widow ·1 here were 1300 glass jars alone in 
By Steve Swattz 
How many times this year have 
you asked or have been asked the 
question,"What'sHappening'?";and 
had no response-just a shrug of 
the shoulders and a mumbled 
"Nothing much." How many times 
have you thought "There must be 
something more to Ithaca. 
Something."There is. 
Mrs. Jan Zahler, Coordinator of 
the Tomkins County Volunteer 
Center (TCVC), has most of the 
information. TCVC opened its 
office on June I, -1971 in an 
effort to coordinate volunteer 
service opportunities in the 
county and serve as an advocate for 
the volunteer. The center 
interviews, counsels, and refers 
volunteers into existing volunteer 
G. bs in Tompkins County service rganizations. It also searches out olunteer jobs to suit · particular olunteer interests and serves as 
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che.:k back and referral center for Other areas where volunteers 
volunteers or -organizations are needed are· in helping out at 
wishing a contact for discussion or Meadow House· (a mental health 
reso I u t ion of a volunteer job center)or at the Re~onstruction 
problem. · Home (a home for the physkally 
At present the Center has needs ha nd i.:apped). Requirements:· a 
listed for volunteers to work with desire to sh~w some lov_e. Two 
children of all ages the elderly related agencies that are m great 
and the handicapped.' need ~f h~lp are the Big B~other 
•d B1g S1Ster Progr;ims. Children 
Of special note is the Center'i/~ho only have one parent or 
desire to place individuals in whose parents work long hours or 
positions in accordance with their have little time for the child for 
interests .. As their- bulletin whatever the, reason; these 
suggests: "If your interest isn't children are between the ages of 
covered by listings at the Center; seven and sixteen who are in need 
the Center will search out the of friendship; children that 
volunteer job which suits you." desparately need the guidance and 
· attention of an older person. 
Professional experience in any Think about what you did last 
service, health or allied field is weekend; think about what you· 
definitely not a requirement; what did last week. Did you go from 
is vitally import;mt,.however, is an class to cafeteria to class in a 
interest in and relating to daze - - as if you were doing 
someone on a one-to-one level. fieldwork for Existentialism 104? 
Maybe someone who needs help is Confused? Overcome by .the 
an elderly person in one of the complexities and· impersonality of 
area's nursing homes,- - a person campus life'? If you answered the 
who, except for perhaps a weekly above questions positively,' and if 
visit from a member of the family' you have the courage to take steps 
has only the companionship of to ammend the situation, then 
the staff or the other people in why not drop in or call the-
the home. People who need help Center. Phone calls and visits are 
are in most cases, lonely __ and/or welcomed from 9 a.m. to I p.m., 
sick. A weekly visit from a Monday through Saturday. The 
office is located at the rear of the 
younger person would prove that Red Cross Building, 201 W. 
someone in "the world" still cares Clinton St., and the phone 
about them - -cares enough to talk ·number is 272-9411. 
about their interests, their Help yourself to the pleasure of 
experiences, their feelings. helping someone else. 
Trivia Freaks 
Get Ready 
Is your friend constantly 
badgering you with terrible tidbits 
of assinine Americana? Tell him 
and two to four of his most loyal 
companions in the ancient art of 
insipid information to hurry down 
to the Egbert Union and register 
for the upcoming World 
Championship of Trivia. Deadline 
for entries is 4:00 p.m. 
Wednesday. 
The venture can be financially 
rewarding, since a $32.50 first 
prize, $11.55 for second, and 
$ 4. 9 5 for third is offered to 
whoever can best answer such 
relevant questions as "Who was 
the smallest Pope", "Who was 
Rick Nelson's first girlfriend on 
Ozzie and Harriet" and "What is 
Ellis Phillip's middle name?" 
Trivia week will commence on 
Octaber I I with nightly contests 
to find the two or -three most 
astute teams in. the school. The 
festivities will end at a Trivia 
dance to be held on October 20, 
While the band breaks, the 
finalists will be asked "golden" 
trivia. Don't forget, you too can 
join the immortals by entering the 
W.C.T. 
A PROBLEM IN SIMPLE 
·ARITHMETIC =-
-
-
R•l•x«I Din/111 
+ tortli•lity 
+ 
STONE HOUSE. INN 
..lfH E. lllor• IJi. 
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Last,of the Women's Ofy~pics 
By Stephen A . Swartz 
Sini:e the time ~ht: was a child, 
l>ottie Owens has been 
pertorming in the proverhial 
school play,, in movie~. ( ,he did a 
l~>cal ver~1on of the Our Gang 
i:omcdiesJ, in ~ong-fests at the Old 
Olympic Park in :\lew Jersey. 
Dottie Owen~ i~ a woman who 
loves to entertain - - -she has no 
preten,ion~ to making jt a 
husines~; it is, first and foremost 
Red Hot Typists First • ,n 
On Saturday. September :!3. 
the First Ithaca. Wom<"n·.s 
Olympics wash~ '-l on the C'ormell 
Campus. The even, which was 
open to all women of·,. ' Ithaca 
area, commenced with a bona fide 
torch-bearing parade through 
Cornell, reminiscent of the 
World Olympics. The event was 
first conceived this summer by 
Mary Shelley and Jane Gallop, 
two Cornell graduate students. In 
their words the purpose of having 
in her mind, a pleasure. · 
Dot lie has been work mg at 
Ithaca College a~ a m"anusi:rpit 
typist for eight years now. She 
told. us that she found the work 
typmg up dodoral dissertations or 
manus1:r1pb by professors for 
p uh lii:ation, "enlightening"" and 
not lhc lea~I boring. Pleasule, 
happme~s jn ~eing · a job, any 
meaningful joh well done, seems· 
an intrinsic part of Dottie's 
personality.•· · 
J a "Women's" Olympics •• was for 
l, women to enjoy themselves; to 
enjoy their bodies as functional 
and also to" raise the issue of 
discrepancies rampant on college 
campuses, which favor men's 
athletic facilities over women's . " 
"However", said Mary, "the mam 
purpose· is to have fun." 
Measuring their goals with their 
results, the day was an enormous such unique: and diverse 'roles to, Being the kind of person who 
her credit as teaching dance in tak~s· any intelligent show 
Philidelphia, 'countless numbers of business undertaking she is 
children's 'shows, a recent· involved in seriously, . .Pottie is 
performance at a musical revue naturally very excifed about the 
for the soldiers at Fort Dix, and, work she is currently doing: she's 
as Hunka Overbuilt, that purveyor now with a contemporary countcy 
of good taste, in a college rock group, "Gordie and the 
television production last year. Boys" very ably backing her up, 
/\nolher pad of her personality 
that pllls one instantly a~ ea~e is 
her ebullience for life (with her 
sense of humor as main 
ingredient, she made this reporter 
feel young again). She told us 
ahout the time when, at the 
tender age of thirteen, she "seized 
the initiative" (quote from Mao, 
not Dollie) and wrote a letter to 
the great showman Cecil B. 
DeMille. Perhaps anticipating an 
incipienl J)ielrich in this young 
girl from Jersey, DeMille 
· personally responded lo her; but, 
alas, ·1 he old adage stood firm: 
"Don't call u~ ... " 
Nol disappointed by the 
impre~sario's error as a talent 
~potter, Dottie stuck with 
enl~rlaming, and Today, numbers 
H e r fa v o r i t e t y p e of playing local spots from. night 
performing? She loves doing clubs to fairs to benefit 
children's theater - - -an endeavor performances. She w·ishes that 
that she has, over the years, been their music went over better with 
quite successful at. Her success in college audiences and she thinks 
that field could probably be that, if given a chance it would be 
attributed to her philosophy of popular - - -after ali she says, 
performing for children n: "Don't "Look at the North F~rty on one 
e v e r p I a y d o w n t o a of their Oldies' Nights. They sell 
child - - -there's nothing they pick the place out. The old stuff, and 
up on quicker than an adult who we don't even do that much of 
is patronizing them. Naturally the oldies, is still popular." 
treat the children as a special •• 
audience but in the process adapt In talking about how she got 
to.their level. Don't play down to started, Dottie told me she used 
them." to, as a little girl, go into a closet 
San ·Salvador Studies 
For lhe st'<.:ond straight year interested in further information. 
Ithaca College students will be Slides can be viewed at the 
eligihlc lo attend one month long following times: 10 a.m. in F 204, 
fi~h1 l'Ollrses on the Island of San II a.m. in S 302 and 12 a.m. in S 
Salvador. in th~ Bahama C'hain. 108: Professor Kathy Bevan who 
Students who are interested in taught the course, a cultural 
~nrnllmg in any of the ten courses anthropological survey of San 
offrred should contact Gary Salvador in last year's program 
T h o 111 a s o f t h e will be on hand to meet interested 
So L" i o Io g y / :\ n I hr op o Io g y students and answer questions. 
deparlmt'nt. in Muller 304. Slide More information on this year's 
shows on last year's San Salvador San Salvador project will appear 
projt'L"I will ht' shown on in forthcoming issues of the 
l\londay.(kt. ' for any. students Ithacan. 
< •tobtes'" ~~ 1159 DRYDEN RD. ~ 
at home and belt 'out a few 
numbers a la Sophie Tucker. Her 
offic~, where we chatted, is one of 
those cubicles in Muller - - -really 
not much more than a closet 
magnified. You know something: 
the Last of the Red Hot 
Manuscript Typists is still belting 
them out. 
success. 
Ev-ents held consisted of 
basketball, softball and volleyball 
games; swimming and track races, 
a, 11 of. which drew. enthusiastic 
amateurs and experts alike. The 
w _3 M1LE5FROMTl-lfCORNEll CAMPUS ~ 
• .:SPIRITED BLUE RIBBON FINE ARTS 
POTA8LEo • SliNOWIC!-IES 
:r~ ... .Detf :J:inrke, 
· · · served 1v1III a cr1_jp 
Ithaca 
parli.:1palmg alhlett's. u111formt'd 
in silk-screened olymp1.: T-shirts. 
were aware of a sharp m.:rt."ase in 
their blood pressure Jnd a 
decrease m theJr weight by the 
end of the day. 
The .:ulminat1on of the 
Olympics took pla.:t' at a Women·s 
Dance held at the Big 'led Barn 
on the Cornell campus. on 
Saturday 111ght. Women from a 
bro a d g e o·g rap hi ca I radius 
convened to award medals to the 
wm111ng athletes and 10 spend the 
even Ing d a n.:ing and sharing 
conversation 111 a relaxed 
atmosphere. It was apparent that· 
most of the women who attended 
the dance came because they were 
anxious to experience a social 
event where no men were present. 
(Correction; there were two· 
policemen there.) "It was the only 
dance I ever went to where there. 
were no wallflowers," said "Janey 
Shore, a senior at Ithaca College.: 
The First Ithaca Women's 
Olympics. 
The Third Ithaca Women's 
Dance. 
There will be more to come. 
Q,reen salod 011d llof 
breads. Onlv"a . .35 
·Bttiilv/4arys 4LWAYJ' 60¢.,:_ .. 
Mil /er; Mo/.saq ·/.lie, Porter O(l 7ap:. 
It is.whcit·you make·it.:Make it FOCII. 
IU~it quality: a,t, poelifi photography, 
prose, g_naphici-&ccitlOOIIS~·etc. submit to: 
CIIOO( 
' 
. Li\~ foll_c- ~~-1~:rinmmt ,~·Nn~ar thru Sa~rdiy·.-. . ·. · , ' · '• 
Egbert Union ~x k-15 lnterca~pua Mail 
or. cali. 27$,5051. 
\.: 
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ELTON 
Has success spoiled Reginald Kenneth Dwight 
( alias Elton John)? Considering that Tuesday 
evening was his first appearance at Cornell's 
Barton Hall, as well as the first gig on a nine week 
tour; and that for . once an Ithaca audience 
appeared truly appreciative and absolutely off all 
the way through a two hour set, the answer has to 
be an unimpeachable, no. 
I for one had my doubts. After all, there aren't 
a hell of a Jot of musicians th'ese days who can Jay 
out a string of gold LPs within the span of three 
years and retain an intimacy with their audiences 
quite the way Elton does. From the solo start and 
blue-lighted "Your Song" to their encore, "Whole 
L9tta Shakin' Going On", Elton John -and 
Company (i.e. Nigel Olssen, drums; Dee Murray, 
bass; Davey Johnstone, guitar/mandolin) radiated 
polish and innovation-no small task for a first gig. 
Elton, as always, was a spectacle. He stepped on 
:stage in powder blue slicker pants and coat, 
sparkling in Barton's four huge spotlights, with 
high heeled shoes. to match and orange tinted 
shades ( just for kicks). By "Levon", he had 
introduced the other band members and shed the 
coat leaving a navy blue half shirt with floppy 
yellow shoulder flaps-freeing himself for rockers 
soon to come. 
Dee and Davey, typically gaunt English, proved 
enjoyable beyond their- call of duty and, along 
with Nigel, improved progressively during the 
concert, especially on the extended "Indiall! 
Sunset". one of the closing numbers featuring 
some of Elt~n's prettiest piano work. 
J·OHN 9/26/72 
Johnstone's wa-wa meshed nicelv with the 
piano in "Mellow" and Nigel (The Human Pyramid· 
of Drums"), headphones locked to his head, 
accentuated each song, soft ("Country Comfort ") 
or hard ("Take Me To The Pilot"). 
Obviously· Elton c_ouldn't have covered all possible 
ground, but he managed a fair bit. There were 
songs from at least five of his six albums as well as 
several from his next (the title of which escaped 
him), notably "Have Mercy On The 
Criminal"--easily the banH's most dynamic 
performance of the evening. That is if you're 
willing to exclude former Bonzo "Legs" Larry 
Smith's tap ·dance during "Suicide". 
, Perhaps the most extraordinary thing about 
Elton John, however, is his mastery of Bernie 
Taupin's lyrics. Bernie was there-print blouse and 
closely cropped haircut,' expressionless for the 
most part backstage as his alter ego paraded 
around shaking hands, leaping atop his Steinway 
and performin~ sundry acrobatics during "Whole 
Lotta Sllakin" The two of them together have 
· done with rock much the same thing as: 
P r ·o c o I H a r u m ' s •K e i t h R e-i d 
(lyrics) and Gary Brooker (piano, vocals) did-
although the former have achieved a more rapid 
success. The active-passive relationship the two 
men exhibit through their music struck me as I 
watched the performance- in awe at times of 
Elton's unremitting energy and the subtle 
.brilliance of Bernie's lyrii;_s. 
ITHACAN Photos by: Rich Sharp 
All in all, Elton's act was one of the most 
stimulating acts from start to finish that I've seen 
in a long time. 
• As for Family, the .second billing, I could only 
feel disappointed .. Not so nruch because of ".their 
music-I have been following it· admiringly for 
several years now-but because they appear to be 
caught up in an environment ("a job" as one of 
their roadies put it) entirely too commercial and 
often too polarized. 
Family was the product of hard, driving, kick 
hell out of the walls English rock, the type the 
Stones and Faces have 4.._.,italized on. They have 
never been received really well in the States, 
probably because of their disenchantment with 
that whole scene, although lead vocalist Roger 
Chapman wails with the best of them. He is, 
however, prone to violent fits of rage, indicated 
only in, part Tuesday. · evening. when he lost 
control of the mike stand, which tumbled on some 
innocent souls: and later when at· the end of 
.. Weaver's Answer' he fell into Nigel Olssen's 
drums behind him following. a mad frenzy of 
bodily and vocal contortions. This has not 
endeared him, an4 the band as a result, to 
American audiences. But go to an English soccer 
match some day and: see how tame the .!ans are 
there in response to their performers. You may 
understand how easily one can lose touch with 
· one-'s element. Da~t, I call it. WHS 
(ELTON.JOHN REPRINTS AVAILABLE: Comact Rkh Sharp X 3749) 
~ . : .. ,, 
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CONVERT YOUR-PRESENT STEREO SYSTEM TO 4-CHANNEL 
't,.,. 
- • '.·. :,· .-.,. ', 'r l,I • •,• ,,I : I J:_ 
LET LAFAYETTE 
PUT YOU IN 
THE MIDDLE 
The Sound That Surrounds 
LAFAVETTt:.-
.. ,.0,·o ELECTRONICS· 
I . . • • • , • 
The Main Store: Just off Route 13 next to the Boxcar in Ithaca: Phone: 273-8777 
Collegetown: 215 Dryden Road 
Cortland: Main Street · 
--- ---- ·-- --
' ' '·.·:' ' 
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Bulletin Board 
'11banday ,September 28, 1972 
itbaca Penonnel Association Luncheon 
West Terrace Alcove, 12 noon. · 
Ftbu:"Tbe Orpnlzer" 
Seminar.:' f u.,;ed 'Teirazoles, 
Syntbeai.r;, and Reactivity" 
S :107, 4:JIJ J).111. 
itb:aca:a, ' 
'Wheae Does it Hurt".Suffers 
· Textor 102, 7 and 9:30 p.m., admission Varsity Soccer-Clarkson vs Ithaca 
3:30 run. 
-SO cents. . 
.SAB Mcme:"The Wild Bunch" 
Union Rec Room.land 9:30 p.m., 
aamisaion so cents. 
karate Club 
Cross Country-Binl!hamton vs Ithaca 
By Ste.e Swaraz·. 
4 p.m. 
Karate Cluh 
Wresllin~ Room, llill <'c.nter, 7:30 p.m. 
~restling Room, Hill Center, 7:30 p.m •.. 
&raeU folk Dancina 
DanceStudio,·llill C:enter, H p.m. 
Faculty Recital-Peter Hedrick-Oboe 
·Ford Hall. 8:15 p.m. 
Wednesday, October 4 
Winter WeeJi.end Me~lins . 
Union Re\: Room, 7 p.m. 
Outin11Cluh 
S 110 
Biology Club 
Time was when you c·ould count o'n the 
American movie-maki~ industry. for a good satire 
every now and then. In the sixties we were 
presented with such ~asterpleces of_ the genre as 
"The Loved One" anil "Divorce • • • A111erican 
·style.'. Both films dealt -with delicate topics (the 
funeral business and the divorce game, 
respectively)but they were treated with an elan 
that has vanished thC$e past few years. Things are 
i-n a sorry state whe·n the traditional 
film-influencing t.v. syndrome is turned arourid. 
The style of satire ~as. in toomany recent films, 
vanished into a vulgarization of the topic being 
examined and, in the process, satarized itself. 
. JAPANESE·· 
ART EXHIBmON· 
Friday, September 29 
JV' Football.Cortluld •11.Jthaca 
South Hill Fillld, 3 p.m. 
Sbabbat Dinner 
Union De Molle Room, 5 p.m. 
Sbabbat Service 
S 110. 
J. V. Soccer 
.l:.m r.m. By 'Inky Ohanian 
Rowiand l_lall, Coffee llou!iC, <,:.lO 11.111. 
Your Father's Mustache. 
Play "The Prime Of Mi.u Jean Brodie" 
Main Thcatrc':l'.A. Building; 8:15 p.m. 
Karate Club 
Wrestling Ruom, Hill Center, 7:30 p.m "Wher~ Does it Hurt?'.' the film currently 
playing at the State. suff~rs from the 
all-to-common malady of a· broken back for the 
sake of a joke. Four letter words are thrown 
around 1he hospital (and we all know what a· 
breeding ground for laughter a hospital is • • • it's 
been proven in at least a dozen films before this 
one) like so much superfluous catgut. Peter Selleri 
is his usual deadpan self as ·Albert T. Hopfnagel, 
the money-grubbing administrator of Valley Vue 
General. Sellars, a graduate of the genuinely funny 
British Goon Show and a number of successful 
comedies, unfortunately choses this vehicle for 
more post-graduate work. A proctology of hi! 
artistic tastes is in order. 
Through October 15th at the 
Andrew · Dicbon· White M\lseum 
t~ is perhaps the most.practical 
exhibition from- Japan. Ceramics. 
dishes, bowls, containers:·· all 
shapes of· pottery are a part' of 
everyd,ay life in ,Japan from 
Union Oining llall. <J p.111., 25 ..:cnl dr:ifls. 
'Terrace Snack Bar 
East Terral.'C Dining llall, 'J:JO run. to 
12:30 a.m. 
Saturday, September 30 
'SAB Crafts Fair 
Union Loun~e. Noon lo 5 p.m. 
'Gay Liberation Front Record Hop 
West Terrace l>inin~ llall, '' p.111. to 2 a.m. 
,Drafts 20 ..:ents,wine. Admission 25 cents. 
Sunday, October I 
Catholic Ma.~ 
DOWNTOWN MOVIES-Thurs.-Tues. 
"Hickey and eon.," 
Str:md Theatre, 7 and '> p.m. 
..Where Doe.'! It Hurt" 
Slate Theatre, 7:30 and 'J;OS p.m. 
'"Everything You Always Wanted To 
Know About Sex •But Were Afraid 
to ANk" 
Temple Theatre, 7:30 and '1:0S·p.m. 
"The Fixer" 
The Cinema, H:15 p.m. 
Ford llall Auditorium, II a.111 .. Union 
Rec Room, 5 p.nl. 
Protestant Wol'llhip 
Ford llall, Choral Room, II a.Ill. 
THEATRE 
Saturday, September 30 
"Happy Birthday Wanda June" 
Bailey Hall,8. p.m. 
Wednesday, October 4 
"The Prime Of Miss Jean Brodie" 
Main Theatre. l' .A. Building, 8:15 
p.m. 
JoAnne Pflug, the nurse not "Hot Lips" in 
Mash, proves once again that she is very attractive 
Rumor has it htat she is also very good to her 
mother. 
s i p p i n g r i t u a I t-e a t o 
flower·-arranging. The 
Contemporary Ceramic Art of 
Japan brings the creative activity 
of Japan that was started 
approximately 7000 years ago • 
B.C. to present day. The 
exhibition is displayed so that one. 
can saunter through . the rooms 
admiring each of the works for its 
individual beauty. The diversJty of 
the mediu, is brilliant. In a linear 
arrangement are four global 
structures printed by silkscreen· in 
Monday, Ocioher 2 
Lecture-"Decision Makin11 in a 
Technoloaical Society" 
Textor I02, I p.m. 
Flood Relief Concert 
Ford Hall. H:15 p.111. 
Golf-RIT vs Ithaca 
lp.m. 
Women's Tenni.,;.Well's VII Ithaca 
3 p.m. •• 
Women's Field Hockey-Cornell Yll 
Ithaca 
Yavits field, 4:45 pJn. 
Gay Libention Front Meetina 
West Terrace Balcony, 'HO r.m. 
Tuesday, October 3 
Green Room-Sc:enea 
Arena Theatre, P.A. Building. 
4p.m. 
rl)· 
TIIUUhl 
Full. 
MOVIE 
exquisite design and color by · 
Takako Araki (1921). Next 
to the display is. a verj,, large 
Koish'ibana c·overed jar ·with 
spatula chatter marking, clear 
overall amber galze and dripped 
white glaze by Ota Kumoro 
" . 
(l 912). The beauty of this jar is. 
not only the shape. of· tlie Jar and 
the size but the design and texture 
.emphasizes all facets. From the 
HICKEY & BOGGS" DRAGS MISERABLY 
By Cathy J..ynch 
prel.-onceptions we all have when 
.. llkkey & Boggs" is not a 
tup-nutdt film. In fact. one is we ~e .~ne of !he~ actor~. If that 
iiving it the benefit of the doubt was its mtent, ·1t faded mJSerably. 
hy L'alling it fair. Yel it hulds your You can't shake an. image if you 
11ttcntion. prohahly due to the write in the same style; therefore, 
fine diredion flrllVilkJ hy Roher! the same low-keyed, underplayed 
Culp. dialogue string of subleties and 
dose relationship between the 
stars merely reinforced Kelly 
Robinson and Alexander Scott in 
our minds. 
As you must know. this flick 
~ives us the d1ance lo ~l' lhe 
Robert Culp-Bill Cosby team once 
aµin. AL·.:onling lo Culp. it is 
suJTpo~J lo end lhl' "I spy·· 
Although both men were given 
.:hanl.-es to ~hine,• Culp•s chara~er 
-~iest Selection of American- Indian Sllv• .-
. ~lse·Jew-, Also; l,eather. Clotblq, Bags, 
8ellB • Band llade Stained Glasi Lamps · , 
ear Llatller Gaodl An llade BJ·'lland ID our:OWD· WombOP 
.· OalJ tile ~ QualltJ iatlser la U8ed and eadl Item. II Qaarulled. . . 
CUSTOM ·oRDERS ON .. :REQ~...., 
was drawn much finer and saved 
the rather flimsy, plot. Crosby's 
part· was written as just an older 
Scotty until the end when the real 
Hickey emerged: 
This movie is rich with cliches 
and some tension. Several dull, 
pointless scenes were actually 
insights into character, but they 
dragged. Everything dragged, even 
the tension. And it must be 
mentioned here that the blood 
displayed was the fakest I have 
very contemporary other artists 
have restored the beauty of the 
pa rt with a brown and beige, 
large, wide- mouthed jar with 1 
inlay of eagle claws by lnai 
Masayki ( 1930). The pottery· is 
not only precise in the artist's 
design but continues the 
continuity through use of 
addition of color 'and textural 
aspects. A very large white 
porcelain jar of un·1ue shape was 
enhanced by the a: List lno Heruo 
(1909) by use of a red brush 
entitling this piece .. Dawn". 
. Ecology is represented in "Allergy 
to Pollution" I-VI where l:tideto 
Satonaka ( 1932) does a sculptural 
ever seen on a screen. ·suite of sink. like shapes with 
· · But in spite of all these points; ·changing· faucets. A large;- low 
it was an enjoyable movie; due, bowl covered with Persian blue 
perhaps to seeing Culp-Cosby in glaze and decorated with a rabbit 
action. Vincent Gardenia as the and grass in ~old leaf by Nodo 
police captain served for the Fujimoto (1919) brought,. back 
bright spots between the the old Japanesccultural ceramic 
drawn-out episodes. with a great sense of the 
The final scene shows Hic~ey Contem~rary Cer~~i_c Art of 
and Boggs walking off into the Japan. It 1s an exh1b1tlon worth 
sunset, which is probably the viewing if not for the artistic 
same fate in store for "Hickey appreciation but also for the 
Boggs." historical context in Japan as 
being seen in the United States. 
Student Acti.vities Board . 
.. preaenta 
Your _father's Mustoche· 
Sept. -29 -Union C•feteria •.. ,.... . 
-$1;~ A~ . ·1Jr•ft·•••r'25C 
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Parents Weekend 
udl."nl·l'arl."nl Olyn1r,1.:s arl!' a lll!'W fra1ur .. • ,if l'arl!'nls ~·l!'l!'li.l!'nJ 1h1s 
Jf. :\llhuugh plans arl!' not ~-1!'1 .. ·,impkt\.'. a full sd1l!'ilt1ll" for O.:t. 
~ 1~ alrl"a<ly l1L•it11,! plann .. •J. llighlighll!'J will hi." lh .. • rruJu .. ·rion ,,( 
It~ Priml!' of '.\liss kan Br,idil!'""., a ja1.1 work~11''P -0..\111 .. -.:rl. 
11111.Jstk and swimrning l"xhihitions. and an lntl"rna1ional Frl"sla. 
111orl." .. ·ompll!'II." s.:hl"dul.: will h•• Jislrihutcd 10: ihl!' ("olt .. ·gl!' 
1111muni1ysfiortly. Othl!'r plans in thl!' making arc." various 
partml!'ntal opl!'n hou~s so t~al parc:nts· .. ·an m~t thl!' fa.:ulty and 
come betl.:r a.:quaintc:d with the." ('olll."gl.". und soml."lhilll,! mon.• 
usual. an Early Ris~r·s Jog with Prl."Sidl."nl Phillips at 7 a.m. 
!!inning in front of Job Hall. 
~ior Nl!'al Robinson is th.: .:hairman of lhl!' Parents Wl."1."kc:nd 
mmittee. Anyoril." intcrestl."d in helping with thl" Wl!'ekl!'nd should 
nta.:t him at X3786. 
Your Fathers Mustache 
trav-!ling group ~lied, "Your Father's Musla.:he .. will be feature 
ract:on on Friday Sept. :?9, in the U_nion Cafeteria. It will be an 
cning of music from adult generation ·s teens. beginning at 9 p.m .. 
er will be sold. · 
. Free Tickets 
aca College Stildents~ faculty and staff are eligible for free lickl!'IS 
on presentatiou of 'I.D. cards at the hox office for TIIE PRl~H'. 
F MISS JEAN' BJlODIE. Reservations for \he spedal_ l'are~ts 
eekend perfomances Friday and Saturday, Oct. 6 and 7. are hemg 
ndled by the Pa.re·nts Weekend Committee. 
'Women Get Together 
ere will be a meeting on Thursday, September 28 at 6:00 p.rn. in 
Lounge of Terrace 98. This is an organizational me~ting for the 
rpose of bringing togettier all women of the Ithaca Community 
erested in creting women's consciousness-raising ~ents. The 
up is concerned ~ith both social and political goals and all are 
cd to involve themselves. 
Cornell Theater Season OPens 
c Cornell University Theatre opens its 1972-73 Winter Season 
h a Theatre Series production·of a chilling "horror story" from 
Theatre of the Absurd - - THE EMPIRE BUILDERS by Boris 
n·. Opening night· is Thursday, October S, with perforina~ces 
1tinuing .. through Sunday," October 8, and Thursday through 
urday. October 12-14. Curtain time is 8: 15 p.m, in the University 
ca tre in Willard Straight Hall. 
ck~·ts will go on public sale Thursday, September 28, following a 
ree-day script exchange for subscribers. in the Theatre Box Office, 
wer floor of Willard Stra~ht .Hall.-r The Box Office will be open 
m"'f'i:od 'to'·.3:00 ·p.m., M'onday through Saturday, ·through 
·tober 14 for sale of tickets. Telephone reservations may be made 
calling 256-S16S during the above hours. Under a new pQlicy this 
ar all reservations must be paid for, even if not claimed until the 
enlng, by· 3:00 p.rn. the day of the selected performance; by 3:00 
1. on Saturday for Sund;ty ticK1a:. . .,__ · -r;,.1rets for the Theatre 
nes of four plays and a concert of Modern Dance are still 
ailable. 
..CANDIDE" 
sley College at Cornell University p"tesents Leonard Bernstein's 
NDIDE, Fri. and ·sat., Sept. 29 and 30, ·at 8:15 p.m. For 
ervations contact Bonnie Nadler, 110 Risley, Cornell University, 
cferably in writing. Admission is free. 
INDO -CHINA BENEFIT 
benefit rock concert, sponsored by Medical Aid to Indochina, will 
held ·on' Sunday, October 1 in Stewart Park. The concert "'."ill 
lure SLOWBOAT, AFGHANASTAN BANANASTAN with 
INT SWANK, jams folk, and lots more. In case of inclem;nt: 
ather, the concert will be held in the large pavillion at the park. 
nations of SI .SO are requested. 
FaU Weekend Band 
c Don Ellis Band will be featured at I.C. during fall Weekend, the 
kend of October 13. Don Ellis is an accomplished trumpet player 
his band has been hailed as one of the outstanding jazz groups in 
countr; today. · 
YOGA ... YOGA ... YOGA 
e Ananda Marga Yoga Society will meet ·on Sunday Oct.I, at 1:30 
There will be- group meditation followed by a pot-luck dinner 
S r.m. at 124 Sears Street. Call 272-2028 for more information. 
·-POLICE-CHIEF INTERVlEWED 
ief James Herson of the Ithaca P.olice Department will be featured 
a special interview on WICB radio's, "Sunday Night" on October 
t 6:00 p.m. Herson, being interviewed by News Director Randy 
lage, discusses the funcions- as well as some of the problems of 
ecting the police force. The feature is another in WICB's, "You, 
Student!' series. 
GOOD OLD ALBUM ROCK 
ce hours of continuous music wit be featured on "AM Special" 
h Saturday morning from 7-10:00 a.,. MUSIC 61 will present the 
st album niusic from the past five years including rock, folk, 
es, and jazz. 
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here? 
WOODY'S.FLICK 
sue SEX'FUL 
By Leah Fackos 
Y ,,u 1111i:ht nut karn · <'\.'~·ryl hini: )·uu always 
want,·,I 10 know :1!•0111 s,·x from llw W,,,,d)· Alll!'n 
l1rn,h1,·Ci,•n wilh 1h,• sam,· n:1111•· l•u1 you ,l.-fi11i1°L'I}' 
wnn·1 I•<.' afrai,l to a~L; for 111or,•. Th<.' 1110\'i<.' is a 
wry 1,ll,sc a.lal'l;1ti,•11 of llr. Rulwn's lw:.lsdl<•r 
faeryfhing You Alwa,·s Wanted lo Know Ahoul 
Sex •Bui Were Afraid fo Ask. whid1 Wu<1dy !\lll'II 
hoth sla-rs in anJ Jirc.:ts with ;m•:11 p<1lish. 
Th..- movi••. 1ww app,•arin~ al th,• T,·nipk 
thca1r .. ·. t."onl:1ins six ur s.•v.:n l'(lisud•·s ,·,,n .. ·,·rnini: 
sud1 wdghty sexual ,1m:sli1•11s :1s ··n,, a11lmnlisi:1t."s 
work'!" "Whal is sodomy." anJ ":\r\.' lranwslil,·s 
homost."Xuals'/"' Thl'S<' tilk h<.·adings ho,wwr. 
ml!'rl!'iy s,.•rw :is a slarlini: point 1\,r W,10Jy's rlii:hls 
of fanL'}'. fanlasy. and :ihsurd hu11111r. 
From I hi!' n-ry hei:,i11111ng ,,f I h,• 1110\·i,·. wh,•n:. 
your arl' sullj,·l'l,·d lu thousands U(lt•ll lhuusands 
of r.sh'1ils jusl h:1nt?ing 0111, you L.now thal thi~ 
isn·1 jllsl anoth,•r :.l'X flkk. 
The 1110:;I comk and Yl"I hi:.:lori,·al s.·qu,·nL·c was 
lhc· one about aphroJisiaL'li, which was sl:i~d in 
MeJioval limes. Woody in I hat s,·•·n•· ~,w his 1110~1 
slerlin~ pcrformace as lh•· courl foul. who J,·dJ••s 
he musl have lier Majesty. C,,mcJy ris,·s as h•· 
rci:kons wilh her chastity hl'II and i,wvilahly i:.•·b 
hi~ h:in<l stlll;k in ii. 
Another SL'lJUCnc.:•· found W111>1ly c.;l;1d :1s ;1 wry 
dashing European. in a paro1ly uf :111 i\nlonoini 
film. nHnplcte wil h Italian di:11<·,·1 and Hni:lish 
suh-t itles. 
The' movic definilcly rail's as one." of lh•· h,·~• 
this rcvicwcr has seen in ycars. lls intrigue. humor, 
imagination (a gianl Iii lh:11 kills wilh its milk'!) is 
as intoxicaling and vari:ibll' a~ only s.:x itsl'!f. 
Music 
a>NCERT 
SERIFS UNDERWAY 
Ithaca College's I '>72-'7J ('onccrl Series will 
feature two solo artists anJ two cnscrnhlc 
concerts. lnclude<l in the schedule arc pi:1nisl 
Malcolm Frager, harilone Walter Herry, the 
· chamber orchestra I Solisti di Zagreh. anJ 
flute-keyboard duo Rampa( and Veyron-Lacroix. 
Subscription .tickets for the series arc on sale al 
the School of Music in Walter Ford llall. 
Community ·Transit bus service is available lo the 
South Hill campus concert evenings from 
downtown Ithaca. 
The series opens at 8: 15 p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 
18, with a recital by Malcolm Frager, one of 
America's outstanding pianists of the younger 
generation. 
There is a special discount rate of $7, applicable 
to I.C. students, faculty, staff and their spouses for 
the four-concert series. This represents a 
considerahle. saving· of money (50';11'.,) arid effort as 
opposed to the charge of S-3.50 for individual 
tickets, which are available only al the door. 
"YOUR PROTf.:CTION. OUR PROF/::'iSION" 
HROKERS 
Rohnl S. Boot hroycl -- · Cla~s of 'J4' 
Rohert L. BoCJI nroycl . -·-- Class of '60' 
I knry G. Kt·yser ----Class of '52' 
William Flynn ----- ·-C'.I..U. 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC 
INSURANCE 
· .. We WektJme Ytu,r /11quiry" 
.f/2 EasiSe11tta: lthatfl, N. Y. 
By Doua Sahadi 
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I was traveling through Canada 
one summer ago when I turned on 
my car ra<lio just ro hear the end 
of "Kissin' On The Phone" b:i, 
Paul Anica. · This set- my mind 
1111n 1,tear recollecting m} 
d1ih.lhood days when Paul Anka 
w;1s 1h~· besl recording artist that I 
haJ ,•\'L"r known. From the day 
"Iliana" hit the charts. I ~as 
huukl!'<I on I he 17 year old 
Canadian sintler's music. When his 
:ll.'t."ond hig hil "Put Your llead On 
My Shoulder" was released. 
,·v,•ry1111e on lhe hloclc bought a 
,·opy. Then i:ame '"Don't Gamble 
With l.nvL" ... "t.,mely Boy," -It's 
Time To Cry ... "A<lam & Eve," 
a11<I many, many more to follow. 
.\mong i.:ome of Paul Anka's most 
rt'IIIL'lllh<.·n·d son~s. while 
r,•cording on i\·ll-< · Paramount, 
mdml•· "Diana," "Put Your llead 
On My Sho11Jdcr." "My llome 
Town."" "l'uppy Love." and 
··s11111111l•r's t;onl!'." 
I Ii:; last single for A. - B • C 
l':ira1110un1 was "( 'ry" with a 1>1w 
"I"m ('0111ing llome." lie was 
offered a recorJing conlracl with 
'l.(',A. Viclor which he 
1111111<·d iatcly grahhed. llis first 
single for Victor was "Love Me 
Warm And Tender." lie had many 
singles anJ alhums to follow but 
. none reached the popularity that 
his earlier records had achieved. 
llowcver, Anka still records on 
fU'.A. Victor and as of late is 
gaining more popularity with each 
st11:<.-cssive single released. 
Anka moved to Tenafly, N.J., 
in his teens where he lived for 
several years with his parents. 
Shorlly after his mother's death, 
i\nka married and moved to New 
Y or k < • i I y. II c w i II long he 
rcmcmhcrcd for his recordings as 
well as for heing one of the 
recording industry's youngest 
singing arl isls. 
TOll1'I ·-:::::::-· 
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, he and his closest friends would understand. 
Bend Sinister 
217 pp. 
'-._. · However, even we strangers can appreciate the N koo ch·anges of setting, person, time, tense. and mood. 
'-, Since the novel takes place in an unspecified abo ov European country, Nabokov has the chance to make 
Vladimir Nabokov, Time-Life Books up his own language, in part. Some of it is just Look at the Library 
• 
• 
' variation from several other tongues and some of it 
is original. 
By Rob Patterson 
·Nabokov has once agam created a multi-level story. 
He tells of one man (who is the most famous 
intellect m his country, perchance the world) and 
·Hnefly: Bend Sinister By Vladimir Nabokov is a 
novel that is glad of being a novel. that has joy and 
life, even among death and sadness, that is 
"relevant" that is "meaningful", and that is 
enjoyable in the extreme. 
By Chip Poole 
A library should be a place where 
you can go and corner yourself 
with dusty volumes; where the 
his exp e ne nee with a newly-empowered ,--------..... ---------------------------. 
government, headed by an old school mate of the "°'1 ~Bill, 
prot~gomst, Adam Drug, that wants the entire J:' JOg QO,/ff«l 
country to "attain a total joy" by "weeding out all AT u ... '°'•/,.,.,,, 
such arrogant notions as the community does not ~ rw I U)' 
and should not share . . . letting (their) person . TI/E (;LASS'+ 
dissolve into the virile oneness of the state ... " 
This plot is wound amidst that man's struggle to ST~, 
overcome his deepening despair over his wife's 
death, the arrest and probable execution of all his 
friends, his inability to write, the strained talks with 
the leader of the New Regime, whose face Krug 
used to sit on as "sort of a rest cure" and the 
apathy, the fear, and the stupidity of not' only the 
"common-folk" but the supposedly educated classes 
too. When his only son, eight years old, is taken to 
mental hospital on Krug's arrest and then used a 
form of _outlet for dangerous psychopaths, Krug 
reneges his agreement to ioin the government and 
sliP.s into madness. These two stories are twist-tied 
in with various themes aopearing-reappearing, and 
the progression and digression of the novel itself. 
Bend Sinister was described by Nabokov as his most 
personal work. If one has read any of his other 
works, this statement is readily understandable. 
There are scores of subtle Jokes and wordplays. 
Very probably there are scores more jokes that only 
w.1cB introduces 
The music, the artists, and the stories of 
today's most popular albums~ The facts, 
fantasies" and tales that are parts of the 
creation of Album Rock Histoey'. 
Sunday night from 7-10 pm Jason Lee 
unfolds the story of the weeks TOP LPS 
on WICB-AM. 
Sunday Sunday 
7-10 AM 7-10 PM 
on on 
WICB·AM WICB FM 
Presented By ·Smith Beverages~ La~yette. Electronics 
. : '. 
vast amount. of knowledge. either 
inspires you or scares you enough 
to leave. The Ithaca College 
Library can not offer you dusty 
nor the comfortable quiet feeling 
of an old, well used library but it 
does offer a fairly quite place to 
get the business of being a student 
over with and an adequate 
colh:;ction of books. 
The Library which opened in 
1965 will have by the summer of 
1974 out-grown the space that it 
now has. This means some costly 
additions. Recently, the Ithacan 
discussed the library's plans for 
the future and the library's ability 
to serve the community now, with 
the head librarian Leo B. Biet. In 
his opinion the library services as 
they are now are fairly adequate 
for the number of students 
enrolled. The library is not able to 
hold the increased use during 
mid-term and final exam time 
however. 
The litS'rary was originally 
designed to be extended to five 
floors when room was needed. Mr. 
Biet said that this expansion will 
have to take place, but it will cost 
about SI 0,000 just to research the 
feasability of the changes. The 
problem is that many of the 
decisions made by the architect 
way back when are out-dated 
now. To construct these two 
additional floors it would require 
about 2 million dollars. 
Many demands· are being made 
on the library to improve their 
facilities. Mr. Biet has streamlined 
his staff in order to run the library 
' more economically and to pJt. 
more money into books and 
special services. Now with the 
increased freedom of academic 
c:hoice, such as independen°t· 
studies and tutorials, students 
must have a wider variety of 
materials available to them, and it 
is the library's function to provide 
them. The microfilm library is ·a 
cheap way to increase the 
hr" 'ings of the library with a 
limited amount of space, but at 
this time the materials available 
are not in that great a demand and 
the reading machines are 
somewhat outdated, The library is 
researching the purchase of new 
readers to make the use of the 
microfilm facilities more 
attractive. . 
One difficulty encountered in 
improving the standards of the 
library is' the increased incentive 
of students to steal books that are 
in demand. This not only costs 
the library a good deal of money, 
~but once a book is taken.no other. 
student can use the book. Also 
students have been._ l;eltring pa~es 
out of books and writing in them; 
a damaged book is just about 
worthless, and even ~he Ithaca 
College library deserves a f~ir 
amount of respect. 
The librar is attempting to 
serve the cor,1munity in a more 
valuable way. It seems that the 
ad~inistration is responsible for 
the library's financial needs, but 
there is only so much money 
av a"ilable . .The holdings of the 
library are increasing, services are 
being improved and the staff is 
getting better. Also, by I 974 all 
the books will be classified by the 
library of ,congress system, m11king 
the books easier to catalogue and 
to fin'd. 
Anyon·e who is a fan of the 
Dewey Decimal System may· not 
yet have been able to figure out 
the library of congress system. 
The Dewey system is mastered by 
most' in elementary' 
school. The· only thing that the 
Ithaca College library may lack is 
the Dewey Decimal system and 
corners of dusty volumes, and 
perhaps just the ,book that I'm 
looking for . 
" ' . 
.. ,. , ...... ,, 
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STEREO FOR S"ALE: 100 WATT . FOR SALE: MOTORCYCLE 
AMP/TUNER AM-FM-$175; HELMET,BLUE METAL 
SPEAKERS 8 INC~ BASS/3 FLAKE,PERFECT CONDITION, 
I N C H H I G H - s· 5 0 P a i r • $ I O • S M A L L S I Z E • C A LL 
GARRARC! NUMBER 30 ALLVNN• X 3754, 2'7·3641. 
TURNTABLE-$30. NEW LAST 102A,TERR.BA. 
APRIL-MUST- SELL- WHOLE 
SVS.TEM FOR $250. CALL LOST: BLACK LOOSE LEAF 
RUDABAKER, 273-9774-X 678. 3 - R I N G NOTEBOOK. 
CONTAINS IMPORTANT 
RESEARCH. IN UNION REC. 
BICYCL.l::S FOR SALE: 2·3 ROOM MONDAY NIGHT SEPT. 
·SPEED, ONE ALMOST NEW 21.JANETBVRD,272•9334. 
VERY REASONABLE CALL 
277-3141 FOR SALE: PHOTO 
EQUIPMENT. BUY, SELL, 
TRADE, RENT AND REPAIR. 
ITHACA PHOTO, 110 W. 
I NEED A RIDE TO SYRACUSE GREEN ST. FREE PARKING. 
ANY WEEKEND LEAVING 
THURS. OR FRI. ANYTIME IN 
THE AFTERNOON, ONE WAY 
OR BOTH WAYS. CALL JESSIE 
AT X652. THANKS ALOT. 
D O E S A . D . A . M E• A N 
ANYTHING TO YOU? WILL. 
YOU HELP US MAKE IT MEAN 
SOMETHING TO OTHERS? 
CALL MARGIE 277-0728,~ 
3738 OR ANDY 277-0526. 
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
FOR TOWNHOUSE APT. ON 
FOR SALE: EPI PHONE, 
CLASS IC AL GUITAR WITH 
CASE, ONE VEAR OLD. $90. 
EAST TOWER 5th FLOOR. 
SCOTT, X3635, 
DEAR MY SON THE SOCCER 
PLAYER,l'M PROUD OF YOU. 
LOVE,MOM. 
MEDICAL. AID FOR 
IN DO-CHINA NEEDS HELP-
G I L E S s• T • ; 0 W N IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO DO 
BEDROOM;BETWEEN IC ANb SOMETHING CONTACT RICH 
DOWNTOWN. $85 MONTH- W/0 KNIGHT 272-9389 OR LOOK 
UTILITIES. PLEASE CALL FOR SIGNS FOR NEXT 
JOHN OR SCOTT 277-0931 OR MEETING. 
REACH JOHN AT THE 
ITHACAN OFFICE' 
..... {·~!\,,-! .:.? ~ 
.,...~ ..... , .. •., ~~ 
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Dr~pping 
Money 
Washington 11...,::,) The Stale 
De pa rtment's Psychological 
Warfare Team, headed by James B. 
Engle, has been dropping 
simulated North Vietnamese 
currency · printed on propaganda 
leaflets over the countryside. 
The U.S, propagandists claim 
that North Vietnam is suffering 
from "inflation" and that the 
leaflets are designed to play· on 
the population's suppo~ed 
discontent. 
However, one senior State 
Department official gave a more 
probable explanation: "It's 
simulated currency likely to 
attract attention to our 
propaganda.'' 
But despite the tons of leaflets 
dropped by the team over North 
Vietnam since the war began, the 
only discontent to be found is still 
the Americans. ' 
WANTED: SKI RACKS TO FIT 
C A M A R O 
CONVERTIBLE-CALL 
273-9733 OR X 3792.ASK FOR 
DAVE. 
COME SMILE WITH US AT 
GAMMA DELT. 
,"":• 
GAMMA DELTA Pl SOCIAL 
SERVICE SORORITY INVITES 
ALL RUSHEES TO A SERVICE 
PROJECT LUNCHEONN. 
SATURDAY SEPT.30, 11 :30· a.m. 
TERRACE 98. WORK IS LOVE 
MADE VISIBLE' 
abortion 
suit 
Charlottesville, Va. (CPS) . .ln a 
recent four-two decision, the 
Virginia Supreme Court upheld 
the conviction of Jeff Bigelow, a 
member of the Virginia Weekly 
newspaper collective in 
Charlottesville, Virginia, for 
violating a Virginia statute 
prohibiting the advertisement of· 
abortion referral services. The 
court suspended payment of $350 
of the originat $500 fine, provided 
Bigelow refrain from further 
violation of the lalw. · 
A tiorneys argued Bigelow's 
appeal on the grounds that 
publication of such services did 
not encourage abortion but 
merely offered information to, 
women who had already decided 
to terminate their pregnancy. The 
·six-judge panel dismissed 
Bigelow's challenge, explaining 
thaf such advertisements went 
beyond the bounds of information 
when they offered to make total 
arrangements to facilitate 
abortion. 
Bigelow was convicted early 
last ·year under the Virginia 
statute which states, "If any 
person, by publication, lecture, 
advertisement, or by the sale or 
circulation of any publication, or 
in any other manner, encourages 
or prompts the procuring of 
abortion or miscarriage, he (sic) 
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor." 
4th Annual FALL $:ALE! 
Now thru Sept. 30th 
Martin Guitars- 25% off 
Gibson Guitars- 331/3% off 
Fender Guitars- 331 /3% o.ff 
Yamaha Guitars 20-40% off 
Great Specials on: 
Banios, Amps, Harmonicas,· 
Dulcimers, Recorders, ·songbook 
& Accessories! 
420 £ODY ST. In Collegetown 
\. ....... 
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Possword truzz/e 
By EDWARD JULIUS 
ACROSS 
~or's Side Post 
5, Poisonous Arachnid 
1), Russian Mountain Range 
14, Of the Underworld Gods 
16, Oriental Sounder 
17, King of Judea 
18, Russian Name 
20, Church Official 
22, African Tree 
24, Exist 
25, European King 
27, Ever and __ 
29, Burmese Language 
)0, Musical Instrument 
)4, Roguish Persons )6, Peer Gynt's Mother 
)7, Chose 
)9, Spanish Friend 
40, Strike-breaker 
42, Danube Tributari 
44, Island Country (poot,) 
45, __ Incognita 
47. European Gold Coin 
49. Scottish Digit 
50, Bug 
52, Dying 
54. Bone 
55, Tape Recorder Brand 
57, Mother of the Gods 
58, Drink of Liquor 60, __ Kick 
62, Inferior Substitute 
66, Before-Long 
68, Set of Rooms 
70, Taj llahal Site 
71, Descriptive of Owls 
?), Nr. Errol 
74, Pistol Cases 
75, Body Part, Pr, 
DOWN 
1, Pits of Intoxication 
2. Bitter Drug 
). Short-tailed Cat 
4. Circus 
5, Liquor 
6.- Guevara 
7. other, Sp, 
8, ·The Bad Seed• 
9. Illlllginary Small Town 
10, Fashionable 
11, New Zealand Muttonbird 
12, Female Camel 
15, Nationality of 25-across 
19, Thought Out 
21, Potpourri 
2), __ Lisa 
26, Stinking 
28. Appellation )0, Fortifications 
)1, Christian Holiday )2, Tooth.ed Wheels 
)), Watery Blood 
35. Love of Art )8, Room Setup 
41. __ Harte 
43, North Carolinians 
46, Served Well 
48. Row of Seats 
51. Ankle Bone 
5), Columnar Rock 
56. Woo . 
59, Milne Character 
61. Long Por 
63. To One Side 
64. Jogging Gait 
65. __ Grey 
67. Military Person 
69. Sailor 
72, 81st Element 
Answer to last week's puzzle 
... Where You Always Hear 
The Best Bands in Town. 
Fri. ORLEANS 
Sat. 
Sun. 
ORLEANS 
LASSITER 
Jf 
4_13-TAUGHANNOCK BLVD. 
Down the.street from -the Station Restaurant· 
-'-
,. 
./ -
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Jean Brodie at IC Boyc011 F-arah 
···1 he l'r1me of '.\11,, Jean 
Brodie" i, the dehghtlul wmedy 
whn;h open, the 7 5th w21~on of 
d r a m a al ll ha i.: a -C o l h:ge on 
Wedne,day evening (Oct. 4J. 
Performance~ are ,cheduled for 
k: IS p.m. m the '.\lain Theatre of 
the l'erlorming Art~ Building Oct. 
4,S,>l, 13and 14. 
lleading 1he cast of Ithaca 
( ,llci:e drama ,tudcnt, b Barhara 
Kerr J, \Ii,, Brodie. The "Brodi!:! 
~ct" " ~omprised of Sally Flynn, 
Jon I h1tz, I lien Bron~on ani.l 
'.Vlary Linn Brown. June 
Baxendale play, the ,chool 
pr1111:ipal, '.Vlh~ \lacKay, Loui~ 
Wekh take~ the part of Teddy 
Lloyd, and Boh Johnson is 
( ;ordon Lowther. Some of the 
0th.er rncmhcr~ of lhe 1:ast are 
Canda\:e Wb~er, Bill Errigo, R·.J. 
< ;mH.llinger .and Flori Carlin, plus 
·a ho~l of Brodie student~ 
The battle for Chicano rights 
and d~itv is in the industrial as 
wen as agricultural area .. 
Although Mexican-Americans_ 
formidable teacher and her comprise about 95% of the 
influence over a select group of migrant work force. only I 5% of 
pupils (the Brodie set) at the them live in Rural America. The 
\larcia Baline Scho'ol for Girls in overwhelming majority of 
Edinburgh, Scotland. \1iss Brodie Chicanos who can find work hold. 
was a· romantic. an admirer of jobs as unskilled or semi-skilled 
Garibaldi. and expert on'Charlotte factory workers. The struggle of 
Bronte's love lives. Her the Farah workers in Texas·and 
1mpre~sionable young charges New Mexico is similar to the long 
were devoted to her until. at the fight of the farmworkers for the 
end, she wa~ betray~_d by one of same kinds of righ.ts, and 
the·set. :(most unB-iodle-like act.·. -protectipn' that· 1Ii°Pst . other 
The play- -became a hit on the Am~r-ica_ti .workers have~ 
London· stage during "the I 966-67 M ex'ican-Americans · employed 
~eason with Vanessa "Redgrave in by the Farah M'anufacturing 
the title role as the dotty, Company.have been exploited in 
fa~cinatmg teacher. Brought to the worst possible way. Their 
America in 1967-68, "Miss attempts to organize a union were 
Brodie" ran for 378 performances met by the ct'etermined opposition 
on }3roadway. Zoe Caldwell, m of the rrianageme.nt. This 
the lead role: won a Tony award deliberate company polic;y has 
as best actress·. Catherine Burns prevented these people -from' 
received the Clarence Derwint for .ichieving· a better way of life with 
her portrayal of the pupil 
dignity and security. In early May. 
when some of the leading union 
activists were arbitrarily fired. 
more than 3,000 Farah workers 
walked off the job. 
In dealing with the strikers. the 
Farah Company has relied upon 
time-tested methods of corporate 
·'justice." Here are just a few 
examples. The company initially 
~ttempted to break the strike by 
importing workers from Mexico. 
Over 800 strikers have been 
arrested despite the fact that 
there has been no violence on the 
strike·rs' part •. Many were arrested 
in the middle. · of- the nig'lit and 
were f o r_c e d ·to pay ,the 
exhorbitant bail of $400" per 
person. The Company then 
engaged in acts of intimidation, 
coercion and restraint ae.ainst 
strikers, such as the hiring of 
arm·ect guards. patrolling with 
vicious unmuzzled police· dogs. 
The Federal Government has 
found the Farah Company guilty 
of undir labor practices for firing 
union sympathizers, however, the 
company continues to -flout the 
Jaw and within a month after the 
strike was declared. ~wenty-four 
union supporters were fired in 
Vktoria • Texas. 
A nationwide boycott of Farah 
pants has been launched by the 
Amalgamated Clothing Workers of 
America and is supported by th~ 
Citizens for Justice for Farah 
Worker's. With the opening of 
school. a special appeal is being 
made to students to support the 
boycott. As a group. students 
comprise a large segment of the 
jeans' consumers: student action. 
therefore, could have a significant 
impact. 
If you are· interested in further 
information, contact Emily 
Penzell, Youth Coordinator, 
Citizens Committee for Justice for 
Farah Workers,112 East 19th 
Street, Room 1104, New Yor'k, 
New York 10003. 
·1 he ,play, apapted by Jay 
l'rc~,on Allen_ .from a 1962 novel 
hy Muriel Spa~k. i~ under the 
direct inn of J. Fred l>ntt of the 
Drama-Spcci.:h department. Pritt 
abo dircded the 1971-72 season 
opener, "The Importance of Being 
I'. rncst," led an Ithaca College 
i.:ompany on· ,ts northern tour for 
the U. S. O.' last May and June, 
and on 111~ rcturn, staged a 
produd1on at the summer thcatcr 
on Martha's Vincyard. 
"Monica" in the New York 
production. 
The dramatizallon of "The 
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie" 
received favorable notice on both , 
sides of the Atlantic. In London 
Frank Marcus called it "an early 
and abiding pleasure" of the 
season. New Y,ork greeted it as "a 
delight of the Broadway season". 
and the New York Times 
described it in part as "fascinating 
m its insight into a marvelously 
po rt rayed eccentric human 
being". 
CANADIAN POT LAWS:_ 
Thc settings and lighting for 
··Brodic" have been designed by 
Donald Creason and costumes by 
Fran Brassard. hoth of the Drama 
fai:ulty. Tcdmii:al d 1rec.:t1on i~ by 
Robert l'ratt and Richard Oman. 
Jeffrey llutton 1s stage manager. 
"'The l'rime of Miss Jean 
Brodie" tdls the sto1y, in 
endearing and sometimes hilarious 
fashion. of an ei:centric' and 
Tickets for the five public 
performances of "The Prime of 
Miss Jean Brodie" are on sale at 
the Ithaca College box office from 
IO a.m. to S p.m. and to curtain 
time on production evenings. 
Season tickets for "Brodie" and 
other coilege productions are also 
available. 
WELCOME BACI< 
· (C-PS) - - The Canadian 
government is expected to reduce 
penalties for simple possession of 
marijuana later this year. 
Under legislatiO'n to be 
introduce-d to- the Canadian 
parliament in the current session , 
the maximum penalty would drop 
to $200 for first offenders and to 
$400 for subsequent offenses. 
Conviction for trafficking of 
any drugs, including marijuana, 
and possession of narcotics will 
still bring stiff fines and/or jail 
sentences - - for instance, up to 
seven years_in jail ro·r smuggling. 
Under current law 
amendments, judges are able to 
direct that a person found guilty 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
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CREAM 
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1,-..,~..,...,...,...,...,._..,...,...,..,.,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,..,...,.....,,..,..,...,..,..,.~ 
ITHACA: on rt.13across 
from Purity.ice.cl'.'.earn 
-·· 
~,.._ 
of .simple possession be discharged 
without any criminal record, or 
undertalte probation conditions. 
The Canadian department of 
justice has instructed all crinunal 
prosecutors in cannabis cases to 
urge courts to decide this way, if 
there is no concurrent conviction 
for other offenses and no previous 
criminal record. 
The transfer of marijuana from 
the Narcotics Control Act to the 
lesser penalized Food and Drug 
Act tfollowed the fin.al report of 
the Commission in to the 
Non-Medical Use of Drugs, headed 
bv chairman Gerrard LeDain. 
Pressure for changes in 
Canadi.an marijuana laws may 
have come from mounting 
convictions for marijuana use, as 
well as the LeDain report. 
Last year, convictions for 
Canada -totalled 7}JS2 - - oi· these 
only S 7 0 were jailed, and only l S 
of the latter landed in prison on a 
first offense. · 
. The report, tabled earlier this 
year, recommended· removarof all 
pen a 1t ies for possession of 
marijuana or cultjvation for 
personal use, while the actual drug 
remained illegal. 
This was the commissions's 
Catch 22 - - making it legal to 
possess an j..!legal drug. 
But the Liberal Party 
government under Pierre Trudeau 
has emphasized that it will not, 
consider any form of legalization' 
T nstead, it has- separated 
marijuana from the m-or. 
dangerous drugs by changing their 
classification, and will retain 
i,lleg~I possession laws to dete~ 
new users. 
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c·ultural.~History of ~the Haight 
By Ted Friedman 
(Alternative Features Service) San 
Frandsco - - At one time it had 
111ore·1han a do7.en head shops and 
scores· of houtiques dispensing 
not hi~g more fashionahle than 
heads an~ hells: That was in 196 7, 
the year of the lluman Be-In at 
Golden c;ate- Park celebrating 
heard~. long hair. hare breasts, and 
dope. Bui hy 1969 and the 
drunken. freaked-out orgy at San 
Fran..:isco's (ilide Memorial 
marking thc .. Death of llippie," it 
was all over. · 
For those for whom it had 
never hl'gun. 1t dragged on for 
~veral mon.• yl'ars of disillusioned 
pilgrimages to the llaight. There 
wer,· interminable "warm San 
Frann~c·o nights" still to he 
play,·d lo inevit.ihk conclusions: 
rapes, rip-offs and rip-offs. and 
night 111arish drug freakouts. But 
hy the sevenlics. the 
II a igh l -:\sh hury. much abused 
sy mhol for l he defunl'I flower 
,·h1ld phcnomenon. was a 
s11101lkring shdl. 
S..:en,• of mass arrests. murders. 
and puhhc gang hangs. It was 
scal<•d ·off from the rest of the 
..:ily. Fx,·epl for the gravest of 
.:rises. l he San Francisco Police 
wer<' kecping hands off. waiting 
for the lla1ltht to burn out. And 
burn out it did. 
Today, even· tho~1gh there is 
mud1 ta;Ik. in th_e lla1ghi atiout a 
rc\•ival.: llaight Str_eet _itself still 
has th,:'- dingy. hoarded-up look of 
.a disasi~r area. Only the hardiest 
haw su-rvi\'ed the· e·xodus in the 
late sixties of the neighborhood's 
lt?ng-time residents. :\nd while it 
would ·-not he· fair to say there is 
animosity between new..:omers 
anti th<' old-timers. some of whom 
have lived in the llaight for as 
long as_thuty y<'ars. all the 
ingredients for-a ..:oni"rontation are 
present. 
There arc. in fa.::1. ominous 
rcsemlllances hetween the 
long-gon<' _llaight-:\shllury 
lndependl'nl \ler..:hants tlllP) --
o'n.:e headed toy Ron Thelin. 
founder of the Psy~·hcdelh: Shop1-
the llaight's most famous. hi!ad 
shop - - and ilaight"-..\shl.lur~· 
Ne ighborhooJ De\'clopment 
\HA~Dl. one of a multitude of 
n~ighborhooJ impro\·ement 
associ'ations. Unlike some 
city-backed $foups. H.-\~D wants 
to sec the_·Haight t,ke up where it 
left off before all the drug pushers 
moved in. Its storefront office is a 
clearinghouse of survival 
information, free university 
course offerings, and flop spot 
listings, and it's the home of the 
lfa1ght-Ashbury Switchboard. 
If not exactly flourishing, the 
old Haight-Ashbury Merchants 
Association, which used to clash 
daily with HIP, survives. After 
struggling through the - - for 
them - - dark days of flower 
power, they view with resentment 
an·d apprehension 
anything that smacks of 
utopianism. 
Commenting on a HAND 
proposal for a mall, Mendel 
Herscowitz, 58, Vice-President of. 
the Merchants complains, "Where 
would we unload? I don't suppose 
those people have noticed it, but 
we don't have any alleys to 
receive shipments in." 
Herscowitz, who locks his cash 
register after each sale and works 
his hardware store with the help 
of a three-foot-tall German 
Shepherd and a baseball bat, 
.:riticizes as rootless the young 
people who are trying to unite the 
Haight. Of one of the organizers, 
he says ... he's in his twenties with 
no tu:s: he can drift away as-he 
..:ame here. a revolutionary. What 
has he got to lose?" 
But he concedes. ··People will 
never get toge,ther down here. 
Personal hidiering is stupid. While 
we're bickering. the neighborhood 
is going down the drain and that's 
why ·the neighborhuod 1s going 
down the drain:· 
While the bickering ..:ontinues. 
however. there are signs of health. 
~ew stores open regularly. most 
of thelT. furniture stores. book 
-stores. antique shops. And both 
thl' vacancy rate and the .:rime 
rate have dropped - - vacancies by 
50,.;. and crime by 68'r. according 
to officials. Bus s,•n·h:e whh:h had 
long been dis,·ontinued has 
recently been resumed and many 
residents say they are no longer 
afraid to walk the streets in 
daylight. 
· What. exai:tly, the Haigh1 will 
be..:ome is anybody's guess. Before 
the pushers and other rip-off 
types mo\·es in. the Haight was at 
the .:enter of the major cultural 
mo\'ements of the sixties. It· was 
the home of the famous San 
Fran.:i~o Orade. i:onsidered by 
some ·the flashiest underground 
... 
··.•, ·: 
paper in the heyday of 
undergrpund papers, and its gaudy 
boutiques and head shops once 
attracted tourist from around the 
world. The poster renaissance· 
originated and flourished in the 
Haight where once you could buy 
a Jefferson Airplane or Grateful 
Dead Fillmore concert poster for 
ten or fifteen cents. They were 
printed in the Haight. 
But the printer who turned 
· them out has soured on this 
aspect of the Haight and no·longer 
prints posters. He has a few 
stashed somewhere in his office, 
but he'll only discuss them with 
collectors. 
Perhaps in its reaction to the 
deflowering of the flower 
generation, the Haight continues 
to symbolize the cultural history 1 
of its time. The only difference 
be tween the Haight and other 
parts of the country' is that the 
Haight had to live through it. 
Though precariously, it seems 
somehow to have survived. 
,. 
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KOSHER MENU 10 / 1 - 10 / 7 
Brukfast 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday Brunch 
Breakfast 
Scramt>led Eggs 
Waffles 
Oatmeal 
Soft Cooked Eggs 
Assorted Blintzes 
Creamed Farina 
Scraml>led Eggs 
Buttermilk Pancakes 
Cream ol Rice 
Fried Eggs 
Cheese Pancakes 
Cream 01 Wheat 
Scrambled Eggs 
Biscuits 
Pecan Pancakes 
Farina 
Fried Eggs 
Wattles 
Hot Ralston 
Scramt>led Eggs 
Lunch 
Chill con Carnl 
Cold Cut Platters 
Meat Klnlshes 
Chicken ala King 
Rice · 
Glazed Carrots 
Beef Stew 
Cod Fllets 
String Beans 
Meat Loaf 
Shells and Tuna 
Peas and carroh 
Grilled Pastrami Sandwich 
Braised Short Ribs ot Beef 
- Mixed Vegetables 
Chicken ala King' 
Chopped Steak 
Green Beans 
Glazed Brisket of Corned Beet 
Au Gratln Potatoes 
Amour Amour 
Green Beans Saute' 
Amour Amour 
TWO PARTS LOVE ... 
ONE PART LEGEND 
A CANDIDLY SENSUOUS PERFUME 
CREATED BY JEAN PATOU IN 1925 
NOW IMPORTED FROM PARIS FOR YOU 
Parfum Cologne Spray S6.50 . .. Purse Perfume S6.00 ••• At fine stores near vou 
Rv.:hschild's Hill Phar,.,acy Cornell Campu_s S~~re ·. 
-·--· --~·---- ....... -··· ........ --
..... , .... ·.·. 
, Dinner 
Scrambled Eggs 
Blintzes 
Tuna ala King 
Chopped Beet Steak 
Hot Dogs 
Whipped Potatoes 
Broccoli 
Skirt Steaks 
Sweet Sour Chicken 
Oriental Rico 
Celery and Basil 
Tuna and Noodle Casserole 
Hamburgers 
Asparagus 
French Fri11s 
Baked Chicken 
Prime Rib Of Beet· 
Hashed Brown Potatoes 
Peas and MuShrooms 
Fresh Fruit Pancakes 
Veal Chops 
Egg Plant Paramagana 
Whipped Potatoes 
Fish Fllets , 
Beef Chow Mein 
Rizzolo Mllllanalse 
Green Peas with Ptmentoes 
1'altohlng• 
breeze 
or 
·IIUSI 
Warsaw, Poland (LNS)- - Anyone 
who has hitchhiked in the United 
States knows first hand that it's 
no easy trick. Most states strictly 
limit areas where hitchhiking. is 
)f' •I, and in many it is banned 
altogether. And !he 
anti-hitchhiking progaganda is 
thick - - at the Howard Johnson 
restaurants a placemat warns 
diners that of hitchikers 
apprehended on the New Jersey 
Turnpike, "501 had criminal 
fingerprint records, 162 were 
runaways, 98 AWOL servicemen, 
7 escapees from mental 
institutions, and 5 escaped 
convicts now serving a life term 
for murder!" 
The FBI even publishes a poster 
picturing a young man thumbing 11 
ride. "Don't pick up trouble," it 
advises. "Is he a happy vacationer 
of a sex maniac, a friendly traveler 
or a vicious murderer? In the 
gamble with hitchhikers your 
safety and the lives of your loved 
ones are at stake. -Don't take the 
risk?" 
But other countries . aren.'t :;o 
tough. Hitchhiking in Europe is a 
commonly accepted practice,and 
in Poland, for instance, where 
most · people don't own·. cars·, 
hitchhiking. is not only Jegal,.it is 
enc;ouraged. Any person 17 or 
older can buy a booklet called 
Autostop lthe official word for 
hitchhiking in the . European and 
other countries) for about S2. 
That booklet provides the 
hitchhi)kers -with acciden_t 
ins.urance, and people. who pick 
them up with a chance to win free 
- prizes, 
Once the ·hitchhikers _ have 
bought the numbered _booklet, 
either at the state travel agency or 
the local university, they show it to 
passing motorists. Cu owners ·who 
stop to give_ them rides know they 
will get one prize coupon for 
every 25, SO or 80 kilometers the 
hit~~hiker_.trav~ls with them. 
'-· 
QETARIAN MENU 10 1 • 10 7 
Lunch· 
Monday Kasha 
Baked Macaroni and Tomatoes 
Strlngbeans 
Tuesday Macaroni with Cheese and Olives 
Broccoli 
Soup 
wednesday Potatoes Romanoff 
Curried Lentils 
Mixed Vegetables 
Thursday Brown Rice and Tomatoes 
Peas and Mushrooms 
Soup 
Friday Macaroni and Cheese 
Noodle Casserole 
Butt~red Squash 
Saturday Chel's Choice 
Sunday 
Dinner 
Risi e Bisi 
Spinach Lasagna 
Creamed Carrots 
Oriental Brown Rice 
Kedgeree 
Buttered Peas 
Cheese Pie 
Brown Rice with Fruit 
Celery and Basu 
Plakl 
Spaghetti Malnattl 
Carrots ala Creme 
Garbanzos a Lasevlllana 
Potato and Green Curry 
Harvard Beets 
Red Beets With Sour Cream 
Brown Rice 
Buttered Corn and Celery 
Vegetarian Baked Beans 
Lentils 
Green Beans Amandlno 
.... .., ~ 
MENU 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
OCTOBER 1 • 7 , ]972 
Breakfast 
Scrambled Eggs 
Poached Eggs 
Chipped Beef on Toast 
Waffles 
Oatmeal 
Fried Eggs 
Soft Cooked Eggs 
Assorted Blintzes 
Bacon Rashers 
Creamed Farlne 
Scrambled Eggs 
Hard Cooked Eggs 
Cream of Rice , 
Buttermilk Pancakes 
Frizzled Lunch Meats 
Poached on Toast 
Fried Eggs 
Cheese Pancakes 
Bacon Rashers 
Cream of Rico 
(Thd:dw:an. ·September 28. 1972. P 
Lunch 
Polish Sausage 
Beef Stew 
Breaded Veal Steak 
Sauerkraut 
Strlngbeans 
Chicken Broth Matzo Balls 
Roast Fresh Ham 
Oelmontlco Loaf 
Shells and Meat Sauce 
Oven Brown Potatoes 
Buttered Pe~s 
Creamed Carrots 
Chicken Noodle Soup 
Grilled Ham and Cheese 
Braised Short Ribs of Beef 
Tamale Pie 
Mixed Vegetables 
Sweet Potatoes 
Potage Crecy 
Pork Chow Mein 
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich 
Fried Rico 
Peas and Mushrooms 
Cockle Leeklo Soup 
MANAGER'S SPECIAL 
Dinner 
MANAGER '5 CHOIC 
Country Fried Chicken 
Chuck Wagon Steak 
Deep Fried Fish Fllets 
Buttermilk Biscuits 
Whipped Potatoes 
Broccoli 
Buttered Squash 
Strip Steaks 
Top Sirloin Steaks 
Sweet Sour Pork 
Oriental Rice 
Celery ·and Basil! 
French Fried Potatoes 
Tuna Noodle Casserol 
Beef Stroganoff 
Chopped Beef Steak 
Carrots ala Creme 
Whipped Potatoes 
Coqullles St. Jacques 
Deep Fried Fish Fllets 
Macaroni and Cheese 
Rlzzata Mllllanalse 
Harvard Beets 
Natural Smells Synthesized 
Saturday 
Fried Eggs 
Scrambled Eggs 
Buttermilk Biscuits 
Pecan Pancakes 
Frizzled Ham 
Creamed Farina 
Scrambled Eggs 
Hard coo1<,ed Eggs 
Hot Ralston 
Waffles 
Bratwurst / Spiced Apples 
Chicken ala King 
Roasted Game Hens 
Roast Prime Rib of Beef 
Baked Ham/ see. Cumberlan 
Hashed Brown Potatoes 
Buttered Corn and Celery 
Peas and Mushrooms 
BY fctdinand lndienn 
(Alternative Features Service) 
ou've probably guessed it, but 
maybe you weren't sure. 
A II those - supposedly natural 
melling things-you know: the' 
range-scented urinal cakes, that 
essence-ot-prune floor wax and 
II those would-be "nature's own" 
eodorants, the ones claiming to 
remind you of everything from dill 
pickles to a night in Tangiers ... 
Well, it's all a lot of hokum. 
The so-called natural smells, 
hich have been injected into 
verything by Nature herself, owe 
more to the test-tube than to good 
old Mother Nature. And if_. the 
tfend continues, even Mother 
Nature herself may ·come in for a 
ose of chemical 
pthancement - j~t '~- p.atura( 
ll'lells will smell really natural. 
A case in point is the once 
lowly lemon, the original pucker 
power. Somehow this most -ne-
Hve of fruits, which gave rise to 
the expressions "sour as a lemon" 
and "lemon of a car," has been 
sold to consumers as a plus factor 
in furniture polish, soaps and 
cosmetics. 
Most of the products proclaim 
what a Revlon product manager 
calls the· lemon's "light, crisp, 
fresh feeling and fragrance." But 
according to a spokesman for 
Sunkist in California, one of the 
largest U.S. lemon growers, barely 
two per cent of the lemony 
'"fragrance" currently 
exuauig trom · soapboxes ana 
deodorant cans comes from real 
lemons. 
The great bulk is synthesized in 
chemical plants in New Jersey and 
New York, or culled from 
something called lemongrass • -
which is mowed; not plucked, in 
the West Indies. 
The artificial fragrance is 
supplied, for the most part, by 
Givaudan, Inc., of Clifton, N.J., 
wtiich uses various combinations 
of thirty to forty chemicals to 
Produce the smell. Called "the 
odor component" bt the industry, 
the smell-producing chemical 
comprises only about one-half of 
one per cent of the weight of the 
product it enhances. 
Why do consumers go for the 
phoney smell? 
According to Dr. Hei:bert Stone 
of the Stanford Research Institute 
(Palo Alto, Ca.), an expert on 
odors, people just lilce the smell. 
But they also may have 
unconscious reasons. "Typically," 
he says, "lemons are grown in 
semi-trogical ·regions, Florida and 
California. It may be that 
somewhere·. in' the conswriers 
subconscious. lie rememb~rs those 
ads where )'.<>U can ret~.at SS. Or 
th_e association of the land of milk 
d bopcy in-California." 
:.~.::,, • • •• - •' • I 
Beel Stroganofl 
Buttered Noodles 
Bacon Rashers Glazed Carrots 
Lentil Soup 
Dr. Stone adds, "There's 
nothing unpleasant at all about 
California from afar." 
Sunday Brunch Eggs Benedict 
Scrambled Eggs 
Fresh Fruit Pancakes 
Veal Parmagana 
Chicken Marengo 
Egg Plant Provincale 
Mixed Vegetables 
Whipped Po~atoes 
Glazed Brisket of Corned Beef 
Au Gratln Potatoes 
Green Beans Amandlne 
CD I DRINK TBIT BEi.PED DEFEAT 
TIE JIPUESE,SECRET SERVICE IN WORLDWIB II, 
HELP YOU GET THROUGH COi.LEGE? 
Answer the ten questions 
of the Brass Monkey Undercover Scholarship Con test, 
and win a year's tuition to college. 
.,,_ 
The Ten Undercover OaesUons 
L What was the name of the Japanese Secret 
Service? 
·,~., 
~-~ /, 2. How did the Brass Monke't C:l ub get its name? 
Abo t ' ,)Z; u a year "', /' ,,:.. 
and a half ago we ~.... / , ,-
introduced a drink .._ '~ , ,.- .;)' 3. What was the name of lhe street where the 
called the Brass Monkey. - , ·-.<, ./-f';· · -Brass Monkey Club was located? 
It's made from a secret recipe '··~:--... ..........-.......::: · " 
we learned from an old friend of .,......,_,...~lliiiiii:i~"",..- ,. 
H. E. Rasske, who was purported to . 
be the Brass Monkey himself, an al).ied secret agent, 
operating out of Macao during World War II. 
The legend of the Brass Monkey was so fasci-
nating, we pieced together and reconstructed as 
much of it as we could in our advertising. It reads 
like a B-movie script, complete with spies, counter-
spies, smugglers, soldiers-of-fortune, mercenaries, 
river pirates and mysterious disappearances. 
If you've ever tasted the Brass Monkey and are. 
familiar with the three ads that we've been running, · 
you've got a pretty good snot at answering the 
following ten questions. To make it a little easier, 
we'll give you the headlines of the ads and where 
they appear. 
Headlines: "The Brass Monkey Returns" 
"The Brass Monkey Is Worth Two 
Aircraft Carriers In The Coral Sea" 
"Was The Brass Monkey A Woman?" 
Where They Appear: 
"Rolling Stone" October 12. 
October 26 and 
November9 
Remember, the best answers to these ten 
questions win a ·year's free tuition at any college 
of'your choice in the country (provided 
you're enrolled, of course). Give it a 
try. You've got nothing to lose, and 
considering the price of education 
nowadays, an awful lot to gain. 
Please mail all entries to: 
Brass Monkey 
Undercover Scholarship Contest 
Post Office Box 2016 
Hartford, Connecticut 06101 
Good Luck! 
4. If the Brass Monkey was a woman, what two 
possible names could she have had besides 
H. E. Rasske? 
S. What is the color of the Brass Monkey 
Cocktail? 
6. How did Admiral Kokura die? 
7. Where is H. E. Rasske reputed to live now? 
8. During World War II. what was reputed to 
be the principal form of commerce in Macao? 
l What was the name of the quinine dealer? 
10. Loyana sang "My Love·is a Man 
of Gold." What do you think the lyrics of 
this sqng might have been?. 
• ·BEOBI.EIN COCKTAILS~. 
All entries will be judged by an independent judging organiZation. No entries willbe judged after 12/31/72. Employees and their dependents 
f Heublein Inc. Its subsidlari affiliates and their a encies or ud in organ~on are not eli91ble for this c:xmlast: · , ; . --
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Oly~pics '72 Revisited 
By Richard Ryan 
The 1972 Olympics have come 
to an end, but the controversy 
surrounding the games has not 
quited a~ quickly as the streets of 
Munich have. On this Monday 
past, Robert Kane, Dean of 
Athletics at Cornell, was at I.C. to 
speak on the crises at Munich. As 
Vice-President of the U.S. 
Olympic Committee, Dean Kane 
attended the .games and provided 
some insight into the troubles at 
the Olympics. 
Proceeding in a roughly 
chronolog1cal order, he touched 
on the Rhodesian controversy 
with all its political shadings. "I 
was in the behind-the-scenes 
operations so mine is a different 
version. Also, it may have more 
facts than you've read or heard." 
A little over two years ago, 
Ro he rt Kane was present in 
Amsterdam on behalf of the U.S. 
when the International Olympic 
Committee ( 1.0.C .) appointed a 
commission to determine if 
Rhodesia's method of selecting its 
0-lympic team wa's 
discriminatory. The commission 
reported that blacks had as much 
right to be on the team as whites, 
a conclusion which was manifest 
iri the delegation Rhodesia sent to 
Munich. The Rhodesian team 
consisted of 67 athletes, 31 of 
whom were black. However, ten 
days prior to the games, several 
countries threatened to withdraw 
if Rhodesia were allowed in. The 
I .O.C ., having approved the 
aforementioned commission's 
report two years earlier, then 
jumped the fence, repudiated the 
report, and barred Rhodesia.· 
"Right away there was some, no 
doubt, politicalization of the 
games, something heavy in the air 
right from the start." 
involved rn one crisis after 
another." He did admit, however, 
that all troubles at ~1unich paled 
before the massacre of the Israeli 
athletes. Kane commented, "The 
murders were caused by people 
who had no connections with the 
Olympic games." Some of the 
"crises", it seemed, were minor, 
some to the pointofbeingpainfully 
absurd. One in particular, dealing 
with drugs, was unforgiveable. "A 
16-year old boy who had just won 
the 400 meter freestyle, was 
deprived of his gold medal 
because he took medication his 
family doctor had 
recommended." The boy, 
asthmatic since he was four, had 
been on medication for two years 
and had noted this on the 
information sheet filed by all 
athletes partic.ipating in the 
0 lympics. Naturally, under the 
stress of competition, the 
condition worsened, and the 
athlete had to increase his dosage 
correspondingly. The 
International Medicine 
Commission responsible for. 
prohibillng the use of certain 
drugs during competition, then 
informed the 1.0.C. and the boy 
was barred from further 
competion. He was obviously 
taking the drug not to enhance his 
performance but to survive. Said 
Kane, "Those things impinged on 
the lnternation Medicine 
Committee." 
"In each international sport 
there is an organization which 
conducts' the athietic competition 
in that sport." It seems that the 
organization governing track and 
field was upset over the Seagren 
case and the Matthews and Collett 
incident. 
reversal, Kane found ··flimsy:· 
They were declared illegal because 
the other countries hadn't had a 
ch a nee to test them They were 
commercial poles and anyone who 
liked could have bought one.So 
Seagren was forced to go back to 
a pole he hac!.n't used in over a 
' year. i 
At a meeting of the, 
international committee ruling l .: 
track and field, Dean Kane was t · 
infqrmed that if Matthews and i 
Collett were to put-an apology , ; .. 
in to writing, all would be! , 
forgiven. Matthews had in fact : ·:_ 
earlier stated that he had no idea l 
that such a trivial. act (slouching : 
on the winner's podium), would i , .: . 
cause such a stir and that it held 
no protest implications for him. 
Kane informed the U.S. Olympic 
Committee of the track and field 
committee's actfons, but before 
the United States had time to act 
they were informed that Collett 
and Matthews had been expelled 
from the games. "We were 
preempted," said Kane. 
"Matthews and Collett hadn't 
even had a chan.e to have a hearing 
before us." Up to this point 
Kane had been very sympathetic 
to the athlete' pfight, but 
Matthews, upon hearing of his 
expulsion, became very surly. "I 
just don't think that bad manners 
are anybody's privilege," 
commented Kane. "If someone 
doesn't want to represent the U.S. 
on the Olympic team, they don't 
have to." 
Concerning Russia's basketball 
win over the U.S., Dean Kane had 
this is to say - -, ''The Russilln 
--~· 
Focusing on other problems, 
Kane stated, "We on the U.S. 
Olympic Committee were 
Seagren's problem lay in the pole 
he was using. Nine days before the 
games, the I.A.A.F. had approved 
it and a week later reversed its 
position. The reasons for the 
· victory wasasteaL I've never known 
such thievery as that which 
occurred in basketball. Just an 
unbelievable kind of situation that 
there's no explanation for even 
now." An apt description of may 
events at the 1972 Olympic 
games. CHICANO MOTIIER & CHILDREN 
AND SEEK IN THE BOOK OF 
KNOWING ·TH~ RULING OF 
THE FATES .•. 
ONCE, IN THE PERFIDY OF MY 
YOUTH,l WOULD HAVE 
SNATCHED YON SCHAEFER 
BEERE FORTHWITH ••• 
WHENCE THE BOOK SAYE:TH 
IN ITS WISDOM: 
BUT lHfN l LEARNEVTHE 
WISDOM OF THt:. EAST ... 
"WHEN THE·Ct.OUDS ARE·LOW 
IN THE EAST AND THE MOO!II 
SHINES GOSSAMER UPON 
WATE:RS ••• 
ANl7 NOW MUST TOSS MY 
COINS TO THE WIND •.. 
TAl<E THE BfERE.:11 
---------------------------;------:------11. 
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··PR,0 _.·BASEBALL REPORT Athletes of· the Week 
By Mike Di Gaetano 
Things took a turn for the 
worse last night as the New York 
Yankees lost to the Detroit Tigers 
6-5 after being ahead 5-1 after 
seven. More on the American 
League later. In the National 
league, for ten out of twelve 
teams it is "wait till next year" 
time. This past week, the 
Pitt~burgh Pirates won their third 
stra;ght divbional title and the 
Cincinnatti Red~ won the West 
For the second time in the last 
three years. These two teams will 
begin the playoffs to see who will 
-represent the National league in 
the World Series starting on 
Saturday Otober 7. 
The American League, which 
has provided the excitement for 
most of the season, will probably 
go down to the final games of the 
schedule on Wednesday to decide 
who will be on the play offs. The 
Oakland Athletics Just about have 
things wrapped up with a four and 
one half game lead over the once 
promising Chicago White Sox who 
have been in a tailspin for the last 
month. 
In the East, still any one of 
four teams, Baltimore Boston, 
New York or Detroit have a 
chance .but the odds go with the 
Red Sox. , 
Because of the Players' strike 
earlier ir: the season, each of these 
teams Jost between six and nine 
games which are now beginning to 
look very important in the final • 
results. 
Keill and Bryant 
Sophomore Bobby Keill of 
Hamilton, Bermuda and junior 
Tom Bryant of Apalachin have 
been named as the Ithaca College 
"Athletes of the Week" for the1r 
performances during the period of 
Sept. 18-23. 
ran I 7 yards for one toucnuowu, 
and then combined With 
quarterback Bob Mangione on a 
66-yard scoring pass. Overall, 
Bryant ran five times for 42 yards 
and caught two passes for 81 
yards, in addition lo running back 
three kickoffs for excellent 
yardage. 
BOMBERS BURIED 
Keill scored one goal in Ithaca's 
2-1 soccer win over Cortland, on 
Wednesday, and came back to 
score both goals as the lthacans 
came from behind to nip Hobart, 
2-1 on Saturday. 
Keill played only four games 
last season, but still scored five 
goals and three assists for eight 
points. 
Keill, a Liberal Arts major at 
Ithaca, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas Keill of "Orland" 
Richmond Road m Hamilton, and 
is a 1971 graduate of Williston 
Academy. 
Bryant, who 1s majoring in 
Physical Education at Ithaca is 
the son of Mr. Willard Bryant ~f 4 
Broughton Drive in Apalachin and 
is a 1968 graduate of Owego Free 
Academy. 
It was a beautiful day for 
fa tball but not on the field as 
the Ithaca Bombers (sic) were 
buried by the West Chester Rams 
by a scorl: of 48-22 on Saturday. 
Things started bad for the 
Bombers, who evened their record 
al 1-1 . The Rams scored on an off 
tackle run of I 2 yards for a 7-0 
lead. I.C. recieved the ball for the 
second time but again had to turn . 
it over without making a first 
down. Again the opposition 
scored on an off tackle run, this 
time of one yard to double their 
lead. Defensive halfback Ted 
Tackaberry, who was named 
honorary defensive captain for the 
second straight week, inten;epted 
a pass on the I.C. 26 but the team 
couln't take advantage of it 
On the next series the Rams 
brought the ball into the enemy 
endzone and came out with a 21-0 
edge. W.C. scored a field goal to 
open their lead by 24. Then 
Ithaca got on the board when, on 
a keeper, quarterback Ted Greves 
ran 70 yards for the touchdown. 
A recovered fumble gave W.C. a 
chance to open an insurmountable 
lead, which they did, scoring on 
their. fourth off tackle run. So 
ended the first half and soon the 
second half began, as they usually 
do. 
After Tony Grosse recovered a 
fumble, the I.C. offense put on 
their first ·good drive of the day, 
which resulted on a 17-yard TD 
run by Tom Bryant, who was 
named honorary captain for next 
week because of his fine 
performance on Saturday. The 
Bombers fumbled again and W.C. 
' ' ~ I• ~ 
took advantage by scoring on an 
eight yard sweep for a 38-14 lead. 
At the beginning of the fourth 
period, Tackaberry recovered a 
Ram fumble and Bob Mangione 
photo by Rich Sharp 
...._ 
NEXT TIME BOB? 
came in as Quarterback for his 
second appearance of the game. 
Bob, on the second play of the 
series, threw a 67 yard bomb to 
Bryant. Greves ran the ball in for 
a two-point conversion to close 
the score to 38-22. But shortlv 
thereafter, W.C. made a 26 yara 
field goal and opened up a 19 
point lead. 
Ithaca had scored all--that they 
were going to score for the day 
but the Rams weren't finished. 
I.C. fumbled again and the Rams 
ran the ball in from the 2 to make 
the final 48-22. 
The problem with the team was 
not on offense but on defense, 
especially in tha pass rush. An I.C. 
gridder commented "The offense 
did very well in the second half 
and the dfense played well against 
the running game, although the 
pass defense leaves alot to be 
desired. The West Chester 
receivers were wide open and the 
quarterback had 20 minute to 
throw the ball on each play. Work 
is definitely needed on the pass 
defense." Whethe Bombers play 
. again on Saturday, thtY are going 
-to :have· to pull that defense 
together if they expect to win. 
·The game is against Cortland State 
aj Cortland at l: 30. 
Bryant was the key man on 
offense for the varsity football 
team which dropped a 48-22 
verdict to Westchester. The 
former Owego Free Academy star 
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WEST CHESTER IN PURSUIT photo by R lch Sharp 
we have contact lenses 
111111111111111111.j, ,; ,,, 111111111111111111 I 
;/ 
The Men of V1s1on have taken the "'New·· 
out of contact lens fittings and are sure 
that you too, can wear them with ease and 
c;,_omfort. 
~! 
• Hard tenses in more than 10 color 
tints 
• soflens · (polyniacon) from Bausch 
&Lomb 
• Convenient appointments arranged 
for eye examinations. 
DEW'ITT 
(:.fSAURO 
~ OPT I VISION ~ 
138.-.E. STATE ST., ITHACA 
'- ·Phone:272 - 7441 
& Thurs. 9 a.m. - S p.m. 
9 a.m. -8 p.m. 
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m_ . 
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OFF MY BACK! 
SEPT. 28 
TO OCT. 2 
.·····~ 
_ .... 
photo by Scott Peril 
RECORD. ALBUMS 
$4.98 CAT LIST $2 97 
$5.98 CAT LIST $3-77 
$6.98 CAT LIST $ 4 57 
$7.98 CAT LIST $4 97 
TAPES STRACK,CASS 
$6.98 CAT LIST . $4 87 
$7.98 CAT Ll~t . $:5·~7 
$9.98 CAT LIST · $6 87 
photo by waiter Leiding 
END OF THE ITHACAN 
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COME TOKE TO US! 
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